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Myelin formation in the chick embryo sciatic nerve was ex-

amined during development by analysis of three myelin lipids (choles-

terol, phospholipids, and cerebrosides) and of a myelin related

enzyme (2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3' -phosphohydrolase). The role of the

Schwann cell in controlling the synthesis of these myelin compo-

nents was studied by in vitro techniques and by chemical interfer-

ence of myelination.

The fourteenth day of embryo incubation was found to mark

the onset of rapid myelin deposition which continued throughout in

ovo development. In vitro experiments revealed that sciatic nerve

trunks (from embryos younger than 16 days) cultured in the absence

of nerve cell nuclei were capable of myelinating for up to 48 hours.

Chemical stimulation of Schwann cell RNA and protein synthesis by



1,1,3-tricyano-2-amino-l-propene (Triap) showed that this com-

pound enhanced sciatic nerve 2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3' -phosphohydrolase

(cAMPase) activity. Within 24 hours following in ovo injections of

0.2 mg of Triap, 13 day old embryos exhibited a three-fold increase

in cAMPase activity and a 50% increase in cerebroside accumulation.

Enzyme analysis and in vitro incorporation of d,l-leucine-1-14C

into nerve protein suggested that Triap stimulated de novo synthesis

of the myelin enzyme. Aside from a slight increase in aldolase ac-

tivity, no other nerve protein, myelin component, or embryonic

nerve tissue studied exhibited an increase due to the presence of

Triap.

The effect of Triap on Schwann cell RNA synthesis was ex-

amined by in vitro incorporation of uridine-5- 3H and subsequent

analysis of rapidly labeled RNA by polyacrylamide gel electrophor-

esis. Triap was found to alter the rate at which rapidly labeled RNA

was synthesized in ovo and in vitro.

From the results of these and preliminary experiments with

actinomycin D and cycloheximide it was proposed that Triap

enhances sciatic nerve myelin synthesis at the level of Schwann cell

transcription.

The mechanism by which Triap influences myelination in the

chick embryo and the significance of increased peripheral nerve

cAMPase activity were discussed. The possibility that Triap



affects nervous tissue protein synthesis via the endocrine system

was also presented.
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TRIAP (1, 1, 3- TR IC YANO - 2-AMINO -1 -PROPENE):
A STIMULATOR OF ENZYME SYNTHESIS IN

MYELINATING CHICK EMBRYO
SCIATIC NERVE

INTRODUCTION

The natural sequence of three events, differentiation, matura-

tion, and death typifies the life cycle of all living systems. Countless

investigations have been conducted on the initiation of differentiation,

the maintenance of maturation, and the changes which accompany

death in order to clearly understand the irreversibility of lifers

processes. It is more than obvious that man is concerned with

these events not only from an academic point of view but rather in

terms of their roles as governors of man's longevity.

Within this sequence of events, differentiation is the least well

defined. How cells and tissues become predestined and how the con-

tinuity of changes leading to a mature cell line is controlled are only

two of many questions which remain unresolved. If the mechanisms

responsible for these programmed events can be discovered, hope

exists for exogenous control over an untimely end to life.

The goal of this thesis is to present a detailed account of an

attempt to control one specific differentiation event which occurs

during the development of the peripheral nervous system. Uni-

directional differentiation is characteristic of most tissues,
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especially those of the vertebrate nervous system. Its integrative

functions, ubiquity of appearance, and its susceptibility to degenera-

tive states makes this tissue an unparalleled challenge in developmen-

tal studies.

If we examine one aspect of nerve differentiation, control of

myelinogenesis, it is necessary to consider several features regard-

ing the structure and formation of myelin. From the brief descrip-

tion of the composition of myelin which follows, it will become appar-

ent that this substance is primarily structural in function and that the

physiological roles which it plays are, for the most part, passive.

In general, myelin can be characterized by its inactivity. On the

other hand, the sites of myelin deposition (Schwann cell membrane -

axon interface) and the cells involved are engaged in one of the most

intricate processes occurring in biological systems. The low level

of metabolic activity of mature myelin is in no way a reflection of

the events which precede its formation. Perhaps several hundred

enzymatic proteins are required for myelin formation and each of

these must be synthesized. Precursors for myelin and for these

enzymes are also required, as are the appropriate energy rich sub-

strates. Consideration of the sequence of events which lead to the

synthesis of mature myelin, suggests such problems as the mechan-

isms that control each of the above activities, as well as genetic ex-

pression which includes ribonucleic acid and protein synthesis.
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Each of these aspects of myelin formation and differentiation

are discussed in greater detail in this section which begins with an

examination of the embryonic chick sciatic nerve as the model sys-

tem to be explored.

Choice of a Model System

Myelination in the vertebrate nervous system was elected as

the model system for this study for several reasons. It possesses

several characteristics which are invaluable in any investigation in-

volving sequential genetic expression. The process of myelin forma-

tion affords an opportunity to examine a relatively clean differentia-

tion process. That is, the cells responsible for the deposition of

myelin in the vertebrate peripheral nervous system (PNS) have at-

tained a high level of sophistication and although they are derived

from a common stem cell line, they appear to have reached the limit

of their divergence. The final step in their respective developments

appears to be that of myelin formation. Therefore, the cells in-

volved in this myelination seem to be concentrating their efforts on

one mutually important (and readily observable) process, rather than

on a host of poorly understood relationships which do not become evi-

dent until much later in time.

It has been known for some time that few cells, if any, differ-

entiate as isolated units. The neuron and its supportive Schwann cell
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of the PNS are no exception. Myelination requires close spatial and

temporal association of these two types of cells. The relationship of

Schwann cell and neuron is far more intimate than mere physical con-

tact. Structural support (Galambos, 1964), source of metabolic inter-

mediates (Hyden and Lange, 1962), and genetic control over local

(axonal) protein synthesis (Hyden and Lange, 1965) are but a few of

the functions provided by Schwann cells. Comprehensive reviews of

these and other inter-relationships of the neuron and Schwann cell

have been prepared by Hyden (1967) and Rose (1969).

One feature unique to the peripheral nervous system, is that

the sources of nuclear control over the differentiation events can be

separated with relative ease. In most differentiating tissues, two

interacting cells generally come into contact such that their nuclei

are within close proximity. This fact has long been a plague to in-

vestigations attempting to attribute to each nucleus its respective role

in the differentiation. This problem does not exist in the PNS. Sepa-

ration of nuclear control over myelination will be discussed in greater

detail later.

Another attractive reason for selecting the PNS of embryonic

chicks is due to the applicability of significant findings to basic med-

ical science. Since numerous diseases and malfunctions of the nerv-

ous system involve an integrity of the myelin sheath, any information

regarding the synthesis and maintenance of intact myelin may be
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useful in prophylaxis and correction of nervous disorders. In addition

to the medical involvement, a detailed knowledge of myelin synthesis

is of particular importance because this substance is thought to con-

sist of pure plasma membrane. Thus, studies of myelin formation

may lead to a greater understanding of this structural component com-

mon to all living cells.

Early Morphogenesis of Embryonic Chick Sciatic Nerves

Embryonic development of the chick requires 21 days from the

onset of fertilization to emergence (hatch). As the morphogenic

changes are observed during this period, it becomes obvious that

myelination is one of the last events of differentiation to take place.

Prior to their first involvement in myelin formation, embryonic

nerve fibers and Schwann cells migrate peripherally from the ecto-

dermal neural tube into the rapidly growing myotomes. By the tenth

day of incubation, motor axons and sensory dendrites have innervated

their respective end organs. The adjacent Schwann cells have aligned

themselves in series along the length of each fiber. These cells are

responsible for the appearance of a thin membrane which surrounds

the extended nerve processes. This neurilemma is composed of

Schwann cell membranes which envelop the axons and dendrites.
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Myelination

During the next four days, the neurons continue to grow in

length while the Schwann cells rapidly divide. On the 14th and 15th

days of incubation, the first observable sign that myelination has

been initiated can be recorded by electronmicroscopy.

Elegant investigations by Geren (1954) and Murray (1964) have

revealed that the myelin sheath is formed by a spiral wrapping of

Schwann cells around the axons. Repeated circumnavigation by these

cells, results in a multilayered sheath consisting of concentric rings

of cytoplasmic membranes. This "jelly-roll" like structure continues

to form from the 14th day of incubation through hatch. Observations

made in this study and in those of Geren showed that not all axons

are myelinated at the same rate. During the first few days as few

as 2 to 12 layers of myelin are observed, increasing to about 24

layers on the 18th day of incubation.

Ultrastructure and Chemical
Composition of Myelin

Accompanying the physical appearance of myelin are an unknown

number of synthetic processes. Considerations of the ultrastructure

of myelin cannot be divorced from a review of these processes nor

from the chemical composition of myelin. Physical and chemical
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analyses of myelin have been performed by too many investigators

to cite. Their pertinent findings, however, are summarized below.

In 1953, Finean proposed a phospholipid - cholesterol complex

as the basic lipid unit of the myelin membrane. Vandenheuvel (1963),

using molecular models, extended this concept to a more intricate

membrane system in order to account for the presence of various

proteins and individual lipid components.

Since virtually all of the dry weight of myelin is accounted for

by protein and lipids, the current concept which has evolved, views

myelin, as well as other cell membranes, to be arranged in a con-

tinuous bi-molecular lipid leaflet.

Myelin Proteins

Although myelin proteins derived from the CNS have been stud-

ied for more than a decade, it was not until recently that serious

efforts were made on peripheral nervous tissues. PNS myelin pro-

teins can be categorized according to their solubility in various

solvents, their degree of association with the myelin sheath, or ac-

cording to their functions.

Eng, Chad, Gerstl, Pratt, and Tavastsjerna (1968) have ac-

counted for the total amino acid composition and protein content in

total myelin proteins isolated by three separated procedures. They

found that myelin consists of three main groups; basic
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encephalitogenic proteins which induce experimental allergic enceph-

alomyelitis (Thompson and Kies, 1964), proteolipid protein account-

ing for approximately one half of the myelin protein (Folch and Lees,

1951), and a protein insoluble in chloroform-methanol (2:1 by vol)

which resists trypsin and pepsin digestion (Wolfgram and Kotorii,

1968). Further fractionation, by disc gel electrophoresis, of these

myelin proteins has been accomplished by Gonzalez-Sastre (1970).

Consideration of the basic amino acid composition, the strongly

acid lipid fraction of myelin, and the types of procedures required for

their, extraction lead to the conclusion of Martens son and LeBaron

(1966) that these proteins are involved in electrostatic or salt-type

bonding in the myelin sheath membranes.

In addition to these groups of proteins, a few individual pro-

teins, associated with the myelin sheath, have been identified.

One enzymatic protein, 2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3'-phosphohydrolase,

was examined in this investigation. The first report that this enzyme

is present in nervous tissue was from the laboratory of Drummond and

Perrott-Yee (1961). Since that time, several contributions have been

made which lead to the finding that this protein is localized in the

myelin fraction of central and peripheral nerves. Drummond, Iyer,

and Keith (1962) examined the ability of this enzyme to hydrolyze var-

ious 2', 3r-cyclic nucleoside phosphates to their corresponding ribo-

nucleoside 2' -phosphates. They found that an acetone powder,
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prepared from bovine CNS tissue, containing enzymatic activity,

hydrolyzes purine nucleotides at a greater rate than pyrimidine nu-

cleotides and has a two-fold preference for adenosine-2', 31-cyclic

AMP phosphate. No hydrolysis of the well known 3', 5' -cyclic AMP

has been reported for this enzyme.

Kurihara and Tsukada (1967) observed that this enzyme is firm-

ly bound to an insoluble particulate fraction obtained from nerve ho-

mogenates and attempted to identify the subcellular structures with

which the protein was associated. They found that the regional and

subcellular distribution of 2', 31-cyclic AMP 3'-phosphohydrolase

(cAMPase) paralleled the distribution of myelin in the CNS. Al-

though much lower, cAMPase activity was detected in the bovine

PNS (sciatic nerve and cauda equina). Sonic treatment of nerve

preparations, which gave rise to increased specific activity, sug-

gested that cAMPase was located in the myelin sheath and was pos-

sibly hidden within the lamellar rings. In the next two years, the

same authors, and Banik and Davison (1969), correlated the appear-

ance of cAMPase activity with that of myelin in developing rat and

chick brains. Basing their experiments on the observations of El-

Eishi (1967) that myelinogenesis progresses at varying rates in differ-

ent regions of the nervous system, Kurihara and Tsukada were able

to monitor the progress of myelin deposition during development not

only by conventional biochemical and histochemical methods but also
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by following concomitant increases in cAMPase activity.

Other attempts have been made to determine if increased

cAMPase activity is synonymous with increased myelin formation.

One very recent approach was that of Kurihara, Nussbaum, and Man-

del (1970). Two mutant strains of mice (Jimpy and Quaking; described

by Sidman, Dickie, and Appel, 1964) are known to be deficient in CNS

(but not PNS) myelin. Kurihara and his co-workers (1970) used this

fact in comparing cAMPase activity and myelin content in these mu-

tants with normal controls. Since the PNS (sciatic nerve) myelin is

unaffected by either mutation, internal standards for the control lev-

els of this enzyme and myelin components were also available for

comparison. In summary, their results showed that reductions in

myelin content in the mutant mouse brains was accompanied by a

decrease in cAMPase activity. Sciatic nerves of the mutant strains

exhibited no observable changes in myelin nor in the activity of

cAMPase.

All of the above studies substantiate the hypothesis that the pro-

tein, cAMPase, is a myelin component and is therefore proportional

to the amount of myelin present in nervous tissue. It has been sug-

gested that this enzyme be employed "as a sensitive marker of myelin

in studies of developing nervous systems and of unmyelinating and

demyelinating diseases!' (Kurihara et al., 1970).

Relatively nothing is known about the role of 2', 3T-cyclic AMP
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3' -phosphohydrolase in situ. It has been suggested that it might be

involved in destruction of myelin (Kurihara et al. , 1967) or that it

functions as a catabolic enzyme which prepares nucleotides for their

incorporation into ribonucleic acids (RNAs) synthesized locally in

the nerve axons (Guroff, Hogans, and Udenfriend, 1968).

With the exception of cAMPase activity, myelin is extremely

inert enzymatically. Myelin preparations from bovine white matter

exhibit high activities of L-alany1-13-naphthylamidase (Beck, Hasinoff,

and Smith, 1968). However, by the authors' own admission, it is

likely that this enzyme is localized in mitochondria and fractions of

nerve endings which contaminated their myelin preparations.

Preliminary evidence has been presented by Pritchard and

Nichol (1964) that cholesterol-esterase activity, required for myelin

synthesis and maturation, is associated with the membrane material

of myelinating axons. Since it has been suggested that the source of

cholesterol esters is the intercellular fluids, it has also been hypoth-

esisized that this enzyme is associated with the outermost Schwann

cell membranes rather than integrated within the myelin sheath.

Myelin Lipids

The earliest studies on myelin lipids gave rise to a visible dis-

tinction between grey and white matter in the CNS. Since that time,

knowledge has accumulated to such a degree that the precise location
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of many of the lipid molecules in the bi-molecular myelin sheath has

been hypothesized (Vandenheuval, 1963). An excellent review of the

nature of these lipids, their metabolism, and the factors affecting

their turnover has been presented by M. E. Smith (1967). The term,

myelin lipid (coined by Johnson, McNabb, and Rossiter in 1949) pri-

marily includes free cholesterol, cerebroside, and sphingomyelin.

It is now evident, however, that additional lipid compounds are also

present on myelin.

Approximately five years ago, Autilio, Norton, and Terry

(1964) and Evans and Finean (1965) noted that mature myelin exhib-

its characteristic molar ratios with respect to cholesterol:phospho -

lipid:cerebro side. Evans and Finean found these ratios to be 2:2:1.

The value of Autilio et al., however was closer to 4:3:2. When this

ratio is determined in nervous tissue at varying stages of myelination,

equally characteristic values are observed.

It has been proposed that myelin formation occurs in two phases

(Cuzner and Davison, 1968; Horrocks, 1968; Davison and Gregson,

1966; and Banik and Davison, 1967). This proposal is supported by

observed changes in the molar ratio of the myelin lipids during de-

velopment and by the fact that cholesterol esters are found in early

myelin and are subsequently hydrolyzed by cholesterol esterase to

free cholesterol (Pritchard et al., 1964). The initial myelin depos-

ited appears to be of an immature type which is similar to the
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Schwann cell membrane. This phase of myelinogenesis is followed

by accumulation of cerebroside and an increased cholesterol:phospho-

lipid ratio. In this study, complete lipid analysis of myelin in devel-

oping nerves was avoided by assuming that these three components,

cholesterol, cerebroside, and phospholipids were representative of

both the extent of myelination and the type of myelin being deposited.

Control of Myelinogenesis

General Comments

It is now widely accepted that ribonucleic acid (RNA) transmits

genetic information from the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) of a cell's

nucleus into its cytoplasm. This message is then translated into a

protein whose amino acid sequence is determined by the nucleotide

sequence of the message. Cells composing the PNS are known not

to deviate from this description of intracellular protein synthesis.

Indeed, axoplasmic flow of ribonucleic acid, or its precursors, along

the peripheral nerve has been shown by autoradiographic techniques.

Bray and Austin (1968), Peterson, Bray, and Austin (1968), and

Cassola, Davis, and Davis (1969) have followed the progress of

labeled RNA from the nerve cell nucleus to points as distant as sev-

eral feet.

The existence of a second mechanism for local acquisition of
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RNA messages, at these axonal points, would be of particular use

in the PNS not only in supplying information for protein synthesis but

also for controlling their translation. An increasing amount of evi-

dence is being published that suggests that such a mechanism does

exist in central and peripheral nervous tissues (Hyden and Lange,

1962 and 1965; and Pevzner, 1965). These authors have supported

the theory that genetic messages need not be translated on ribosomes

of the parent cell but can be transported into the cytoplasm of neigh-

boring cells where they are subsequently read.

A discussion of the sites of RNA and protein synthesis are more

than pertinent when it is recalled that it is the control of myelin for-

mation which is being investigated in this study. At the onset of this

section, this author reported that the goal of this thesis was to exo-

genously control myelination (page 1). In light of what has been pre-

sented thus far, this seems to be a rather ambitious undertaking.

Nevertheless, based on the information given above and upon addi-

tional experiments yet to be discussed, the concept that exogenous

control can be exerted, will become more tenable.

Source of ControlNeuron or Schwann Cell?

Ideally, this question could be answered by obtaining separate

preparations of neurons and Schwann cells and culturing each under

various conditions until myelin appears in either or both. Although
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attempts to carry out such experiments have not been vigorously

pursued, various approaches have been made in the separation of

neurons and glia (Schwann type cells) of the central nervous system.

Microdissection of single neurons by Hyden (1960), Hamberger

(1963), and Roots and Johnston (1964) and differential centrifugation

techniques (Rose, 1967; and Fewster, Scheibel, and Mead, 1967)

have been used to study the metabolism of neurons or Schwann cells

isolated from one another. With respect to myelination by these cells

several problems have made in vitro observation nearly impossible.

Obtaining sufficient numbers of each cell type, and the lack of purity

in their preparation are but two.

Returning to what is known about in vivo myelination, it is pos-

sible to design experiments in which the nuclear control exerted by

neuron and Schwann cells are separated from one another without

encountering the problems mentioned above. This study capitalizes

on the fact that the cell body (containing the nerve nucleus) of myel-

inating ischiatic motorneurons is located well within the spinal cord.

Whereas, the Schwann cells and their nuclei are distributed along

the distal nerve processes (motorneuronal axons). Thus, by judicial

dissection procedures and design of experiments, it is possible to

examine myelination of axons in the presence (in ovo) or absence

(in vitro) of neuronal nuclear influence.

In theory, it should be possible to dissect sciatic nerve trucks
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(without the attached cell bodies) from young, unmyelinated chick

embryos and sustain them in vitro through the period during which

myelin is normally synthesized. Should myelin formation occur

under these conditions, one interpretation could be that myelinogene-

sis is a local process controlled by Schwann cell nuclei. If myelin

fails to appear, the converse of this conclusion is only one of many

interpretations. One other possible explanation would involve con-

siderations of 1) essential control by the nerve nucleus which is more

distant in time than in space, 2) the integrity of the axon during the

artificial in vitro conditions, and 3) non-nervous influence required

for myelination, such as source of nutrients, contact with adjacent

tissues, and hormonal control.

In vitro experiments were performed and their outcome will be

discussed. Information obtained via this procedure was related not

only to the source(s) of nuclear control over myelination, but also

to the time over which control is maintained.

Chemical Manipulation of Nuclear Events

For many years, the introduction of inhibitors and stimulators

of RNA and protein synthesis, and of countless metabolic reactions,

has been employed to study the manner by which genetic information

is manifested. One feature, common to nearly all of these studies,

is that although the foreign compounds may be specific in action (i.e.,
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may inhibit or stimulate precise events) they fail to be selective for

certain types of cells within any given tissue or organ system. Thus,

to date, most attempts to mimic the normal inducers or controllers

of cell differentiation have resulted in failure. The fact still remains

that in vivo, cells do not function nor do they develop at the same time

or in the same manner.

One substance has been discovered and was used in this and

other studies which may give new insight into the control of nuclear

and, therefore, cytoplasmic events. This substance is 1,1,3-tricy-

ano-2-amino-l-propene (Triap).

Triap and RNA and Protein Synthesis

For more than 20 years it has been known that solutions of

malononitrile, CH2(CN)2, given by injection or per os, will lead to

increased neuronal metabolism and production of nucleoprotein in

the pyrimidal cells of the cerebral cortex and motorneurons of the

spinal cord. Early investigations by Hyden and Hartelius (1948)

showed that the effect of these solutions was selective for ganglion

cells of the CNS. Other tissues rich in RNA, such as the liver and

pancreas, failed to show any changes following administration of

malononitrile.

In the following years, activity flourished in order to assign

some clinical significance to the specificity of action exhibited by
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CH2(CN)2. From 1949 until 1960, controversial and contradictory

reports were published regarding the effectiveness and reproducibil-

ity of malononitrile in producing psychic and/or cytologic changes

when given to mental patients or to experimental animals (MacKinnon,

Hoch, Cammer, and Wallsh, 1949; Mendelson, Mendelson, Fox, and

Grenell, 1954; and Eberts, 1960).

It was not until Eberts, Slomp, and Johnson (1961) detected and

identified an impurity in solutions of malononitrile, that these contra-

dictions were resolved. This impurity was isolated and identified as

1, 1, 3- tricyano -2- amino -1 -propene [a dimer of CH2(CN)2] by the

Upjohn Company (Kalamazoo, Michigan) and was designated as U-

9189. Since the purity of "malononitrile" was not determined in the

earlier investigations, it became necessary to re-examine the effect

of this compound and subsequently assign to it the properties origin-

ally thought to be due to CH2(CN)2.

A review of the literature pertaining to this re-examination of

the effect of Triap on nervous tissue could proceed ad infinitum.

However, only those observations made, which are related to stud-

ies of the peripheral nervous system and its myelination, are pre-

sented here.

Soon after Triap was purified, intravenous injections of aqueous

preparations were made into rabbits. Analysis of various cells from

the CNS revealed that an increase in ultraviolet absorption occurr:,3
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in these cells. The changes in absorption were assumed to be due to

increased concentrations of proteins and/or nucleic acid, since the

magnitude of the increase could not be accounted for even if all the

injected drug (X.max= 274nm) had localized in the CNS.

Subsequent experiments by Eberts (1960) failed to demonstrate

any effect of 15-9189 on the incorporation of carbon-14 labeled inter-

mediates into protein, RNA, or DNA. His results could be explained

by lack of sensitivity of the methods employed, since only gross areas

of the rabbit brain (cerebrum, cerebellum, mid-brain, cord, and

whole brain) were analyzed. Studies carried out on single isolated

cells of Deiter's nucleus by Egyhazi and Hyden, in 1961, showed that

while RNA content of the neuron increased, that of the associated

oligodendroglia decreased. These changes in RNA content were ac-

companied by alterations of the molar base ratios. Thus, it was

suggested that Triap will enhance the synthesis of RNA in the glia

which is then transferred to the neuron.

That the increased neuronal RNA represents a new RNA or in-

creased synthesis of only certain RNA species is not yet determined.

The changed base ratio of the RNA found in the Deiter's nerve cells

suggested that Triap increased ribosomal RNA synthesis (Hyden and

Egyhazi, 1962). Analysis of this newly formed RNA by sedimentation

procedures (Glassman, 1969) and by polyacrylamide gel electrophor-

esis (this study) does not support this hypothesis.
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Attempts were conducted by this author to repeat the experi-

ments of Eberts (1960) in the peripheral nerve of the embryonic chick.

It was found that Triap influences not only the rate of 14C- labeled

amino acid incorporation into sciatic nerve protein but also the spe-

cies of protein being synthesized. Consistent with Eberts' results,

however, was the fact that no increase in tritiated-uridine incorpor-

ation was observed, although Triap did alter the type of RNA being

transcribed.

Triap and Nerve Regeneration

The critical experiments which lead to the employment of Triap

in this investigation of myelination were those of Dr. R. Grenell

(1961) and of Drs. Davanzo, Matthews, Wingerson, and Barnes (1963).

In essence, these investigators examined the effect of Triap on

the recovery of dogs and rabbits whose sciatic nerves had been dam-

aged under experimentally controlled conditions. The animals were

anesthetized and their sciatic nerves exposed. After being freed

from surrounding tissues, the nerves were elevated and crushed for

five minutes by the application of a large hemostat. Following re-

pair of the surgical area and recovery from the anesthesia, one group

of animals were treated with solutions of Triap and the other received

no treatment. Within the experimental group, several variables

were examined. Administration of the drug was per os
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(80 mg/kg/day), subcutaneously (40 mg/kg/day), intracardiac (20 mg/

kg/day) and intravenous (20 mg/kg/day) injections. Treatment was

continued for two weeks, gradually decreasing the concentrations of

Triap.

Experiments, such as these, using canine subjects yielded the

following observations. Immediately after recovery from anesthesia,

the dogs began walking on the volar surface of their metatarsals.

Drug treated animals were compared with controls (receiving saline

solutions) for several weeks. The end-point of the experiment was

when each subject no longer walked on the volar surface of his feet

during a ten minute observation period. This was assumed to be

indicative of complete restoration of the induced neurological deficit.

Summarizing their results, it was found that the Triap had no

effect on recovery when administered orally. The average recovery

time for these and the control dogs required 73 ± 15.1 days. When

treated with Triap by injection, however, the postoperative recovery

time was found to be 45 ± 15.3 days. Thus generating the conclusion

that 1, 1, 3- tricyano -2- amino -l- propene "either hastened nerve re-

generation or prevention of degeneration of the (sciatic) nerve fibers"

(Davanzo et al., 1963).
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Triap and Myelination

The last portion of this section has been devoted to two topics;

the sources of control over myelin formation and a consideration of

the effect of Triap on nervous tissue. The following remarks are

concerned with experiments which were performed in our laboratory

to determine what effects, if any, Triap has on myelinogenesis.

It has been established that Triap is an inducer of RNA synthe-

sis in glial or supportive cells within the nervous system. Triap

has also been implicated in dog sciatic nerve regeneration, and

growth in vitro of chick embryo spinal ganglia (Glassman (1969).

Since the target cells responding to this drug are ectodermal

in origin (Monneron and Seite, 1964; Ingbar, 1961; Jacob and Sir lin,

1964; Schmidt and Allen, 1967: and Allen, Lalich, and Schmidt,

1965) and are primarily related to nervous tissue, it is proposed

that Triap might be a useful probe in studying the events of myelina-

tion at the level of nuclear control.

Thus, 1, 1, 3-tricyano-2-amino-l-propene (aqueous solutions)

was injected into developing chick embryos at various stages during

their in ovo incubation period. After drug treatment, myelinating

sciatic nerves were harvested and their myelin content determined.

Comparisons were made between control and experimental nerves

as well as between in ovo and in vitro exposures to Triap.
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Initial observations suggested that Triap was, indeed, a stimu-

lator of myelin synthesis. Additional experiments were performed in

attempting to confirm or deny this finding. A major portion of this

investigation was an examination of the specificity of Triap's action

on sciatic nerve constituents.

Careful analysis of changes within myelinating chick sciatic

nerve as a result of Triap treatment, revealed that this drug is a

stimulator of 2', 3'-cyclic AMP 3'-phosphohydrolase synthesis, in

addition to cerebroside accumulation. Preliminary studies with

actinomycin D and cycloheximide, injected simultaneously with

Triap, were conducted to determine the mode of action of the latter

on sciatic nerve RNA and protein synthesis. The possibility that

Triap influences nervous tissue events via the endocrine system is

also discussed.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Preparation

Fertile, White Leghorn (Hy-line strain) eggs were purchased

from Jenks' Hatchery, Tangent, Oregon and were placed in a James-

way Incubator, Model 252-B. The conditions of incubation, 99° F and

56% relative humidity permitted a 95% yield in embryo viability as

determined by candling and dissection.

Drug Injection

Normal, in ovo, development of the chick sciatic nerve was

interfered with by introducing stimulatory or inhibitory compounds

into the embryo.

Eggs were removed from the incubator at selected times during

development. After candling to position the embryo, the large end of

the shell over the air space was swabbed with 70% isopropyl alcohol

and punctured with a sterile needle. A slightly smaller hyperdermic

needle, fitted on a tuberculin syringe containing filter sterilized in-

jecting solution, was inserted into the hole. A maximum volume of

0.1 ml of solution was deposited on the underlying membrane. Once

the injections were completed, the punctures were sealed with tape

and the eggs were returned to the incubator.
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Three compounds were injected either singly or in combination

by this route. Triap, 1,1,3-tricyano-2-amino-l-propene, (Upjohn

Laboratories; U-9189) was dissolved in glass distilled water (2 mg/

ml) and membrane filtered. Owing to the instability of this compound

in aqueous solvents, aliquots of this solution were injected immedi-

ately.

In determining the effect of various concentrations of this drug

on nerve development, serial dilutions of the stock solution were also

injected. Experiments designed to measure the length of time re-

quired for the response of nerves to Triap necessitated precisely

timed intervals between injection and dissection.

Aqueous solutions of actinomycin D and cycloheximide (Sigma

Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) were prepared in concentrations of

10 and 100 11,g/ml. After membrane sterilization, 0.1 ml volumes

were injected as described above. Control embryos, receiving 0.1

ml of sterile glass distilled water, were incubated simultaneously

with the experimental groups.

Tissue Dissection

Central and peripheral nervous tissues were collected from the

developing embryos at various times during the incubation period.

Following removal of an embryo from its shell and decapitation,

the cartilaginous skull was opened by inserting scissors into the
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foramen magnum and cutting rostrally to a point midway

between the eyes. After spreading the two halves the two halves of

the braincase, brain tissue from the olfactory bulbs to the medulla

oblongata was lifted out.

Spinal cords were obtained by cutting the spinal column longi-

tudinally from the lumbar to the cervical vertebrae. The length of

cord thus exposed was freed from its dorsal and ventral roots to the

spinal nerves and was carefully scooped out of the vertebral column.

Sciatic nerves were dissected by dorsal approach over the upper

thigh of the embryo. Incising the skin and teasing the leg muscles

apart from the spinal ganglion to the knee joint revealed the sciatic

nerve and its closely associated femoral artery. Once the nerve was

cleaned out of adipose tissue at its distal end and separated from the

neighboring blood vessels, it was grasped gently with forceps at the

proximal terminus, severed at both ends, and dissected from the

embryo.

Subsequent to their removal from the embryo, the tissues were

blotted on absorbant paper, their wet weights determined, and were

homogenized immediately, or frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at

-20°C until needed.

Fresh beef brains were obtained from the D. E. Nebergall Meat

Packing Co., Albany, Oregon, and were made firm by chilling on ice.

The brains were freed of meninges and unclotted blood and the
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interior white matter was dissected out and trimmed of all visible

grey matter. One-hundred gram portions of this tissue were pack-

aged, frozen, and held at -20° C.

Electronmicroscopy

Sciatic nerves, dissected from 12, 15, and 18 day old embryos,

were positioned on a block of paraffin and submerged in a droplet of

phosphate-buffered osmium tetraoxide (1% 0s04 in 0.15 M NaH2PO4;

pH = 7.2; Ivan Sorvall Inc., 1967). As the initial blackening reaction

occurred, the hardened tissue was hand sectioned into 1 to 2 milli-

meter segments with an oil free razor blade. Osmium fixation was

continued under a well-ventilated hood by transferring the tissue

fragments into stoppered vials containing 3 mls of the 0504 solu-

ti on.

Two hours later, dehydration was conducted by transferring

the tissue into graded4concentrations of ethyl alcohol; 50, 70, 90, 95,

and 100%. The latter two were repeated twice. Once this series

was completed, the alcohol was replaced with 50% propylene oxide

(in absolute ethanol) and finally with 100% propylene oxide. Each

step in the dehydration procedure was allowed to proceed for 30

minutes at room temperature.

After the nerves were fixed and dehydrated, they were em-

bedded in Araldite according to the following procedure. The
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embedding resin was permitted to penetrate the tissue utilizing

propylene oxide as the vehicle. The tissue fragments were sus-

pended in a mixture of equal volumes of 1 00% propylene oxide and

embedding medium [Araldite (resin):dodecenyl succinic anhydride

(hardener):2, 4, 6-tri(methylaminomethyl)phenol (catalyst) in a ratio

of 15:15:1 by vol.; Ladd Research Industries, Inc., Burlington, Vt.]

and were held at 25°C for up to 72 hours. The nerves were ultimate-

ly embedded in undiluted resin which hardened overnight at 65 ° C.

Individual nerve segments were mounted on cylindrical blocks

of resin, manually trimmed and faced, and sectioned on a Sorvall

"Porter-Blum" Ultramicrotome to a thickness of 80 to 100 nm. The

silver-gold sections were collected on -100 -mesh copper grids (Ernst

Fullam, Schnechtedy, N. Y.) previously coated with a film of poly-

vinyl formal (Formvar) and were stained for 20 minutes in lead

hydroxide. An RCA-EMU 2-D electronmicroscope was used for

scanning and photographing the sciatic nerve sections. All photo-

micrographs were developed on Kodak F-5 paper and in most cases

were magnified to 24, 000 diameters.

In Vitro Techniques

In these studies, sciatic nerves were removed from the embry-

os utilizing every precautionary measure possible to maintain asep-

sis. Once the nerve was exposed to view, sterile forceps were used
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to transfer the freshly excised tissue from carcass to culturing con-

tainer. Care was taken to eliminate microbial contamination as well

as to minimize Wallerian degeneration of the peripheral nerves, by

grasping each by its proximal end.

Disposable organ culture dishes (Falcon Plastics, Los Angeles,

Cal.) with a 1.0 ml capacity center well and 5.0 ml humidifying res-

ervoir were employed. Sterile water was used to saturate the ab-

sorbant ring in the reservoir.

The culture medium consisted of:

VOLUME

0.30 ml

0.30 ml

0.30 ml

0.05 ml

0.05 ml

1.00 ml

INGREDIENT

Hank's balanced salt solution;
pH = 7.2, adjusted with HCO3;
preserved with CHC1

3

13 day old embryo extract;
50% homogenate of embryo
in Hank's solution

Fetal Bovine Serum Ultra-
filtrate

Penicillin (Na form)

Streptomycin sulfate

REFERENCE

Merchant, Kahn,
and Murphy,
1960

Merchant et al.,
1960

Colorado Serum
Co., Denver,
Colorado

165 Internat'l
Units

370 Internat'l
Units

Upon occasion, additional materials were added to this medium
with a concomitant reduction in Hank's solution in order to main-
tain a total volume of 1.0 ml without dilution of the ingredients.
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This medium was placed in the center well of the culture dish,

upon which a black, previously autoclaved, filter paper disk (Whatman

#1; 1. 5 cm in diameter) was floated as a support for the sciatic

nerves. This technique served several useful functions: 1) it pre-

vented the nerves from becoming submerged in the medium where

anaerobic conditions were likely to prevail, 2) the dark background

provided an excellent contrast, against which the translucent nerves

were readily visible, 3) the absorbant nature of the filter paper per-

mitted rapid exchange of nutrients and wastes between tissue and

medium, and 4) it facilitated transfer of the nerves during medium

renewal, with a minimum of handling. Nerves cultured by this pro-

cedure longer than 24 hours were transferred to fresh media daily

throughout the culture period. From six to ten nerves were cultured

per dish at 37° C in a humidified incubator.

Carbon-14 and Tritium Labeling Procedures

During embryo development, sciatic nerves actively synthesize

proteins and ribonucleic acids. These macromolecules were pulse

labeled by incubating freshly dissected nerves in culture media con-

taining their respective radioactive precursors. Control and drug

treated tissues were labeled according to the following procedure.

From 20 to 24 nerves were exposed to 2.5 p.c of d, 1 -leucine-

14 3
1- C or 30.0 µc of uridine -5- H (specified activities = 48 µc /mg
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and 114.7 me /µg, respectively; New England Nuclear Co., Boston,

Mass. ). After 30, 90, or 180 minutes at 22° C, the tissue was re-

moved from the medium, rinsed free of adhering isotope by three

changes of Hank's solution, frozen, and stored at -20°C.

Tissue Homogenization

The procedures employed in preparing the nervous tissue for

biochemical analysis of protein and enzymatic activity are presented

below.

The number of chick nerves required for each stage of develop-

ment were

144 nerves from LO day old embryos

96 I I 12

48 14

and 24

I I

16, 18, and 20 day old embryos.

In a typical experiment, the appropriate number of nerves,

brains, or spinal cords were thoroughly homogenized in 10.0 mls

of ice-cold 0.32 M sucrose, using a ground glass mortar fitted with

a mechanically driven pestle.

The homogenate was transferred to a 15 ml conical centrifuge

tube submerged in an ice-salt bath. Using the needle probe of a

Bronwill BioSonic II sonicator (power setting equivalent to approx

60 watts), the homogenate was sonicated for 10 minutes. During
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this time, the temperature of the homogenate was maintained below

10°C.

Following sonication, the preparation was centrifuged at 600 x g

for 10 minutes and the pellet of intact cells, nuclei, and cell debris

was discarded. The opalescent supernatant was used immediately,

or was stored at -20°C. Little loss of enzymatic activity occurred

under the latter conditions.

Preparation of Subcellular Fractions

Subcellular fractions were prepared by subjecting the 600 x g

supernatant to differential and sucrose gradient centrifugations.

Isolation of a 100, 000 x g supernatant, containing soluble pro-

teins, was accomplished in the Spinco (Model L) Preparative Ultra-

centrifuge using the fixed angle rotor (40.3), and centrifuging at

37,000 rpm for one hour. The 100, 000 x g pellet (microsomal frac-

tion) was washed three times with a 0.32 M sucrose, suspended in

sucrose containing 0. 5% Triton X-100 or sodium dodecylsulfate, and

sonicated for 30 seconds as previously described.

A crude myelin preparation was obtained by layering the son-

icated 600 x g supernatant over an equal volume of 0.85 M sucrose

and centrifuging for 90 minutes at 23,000 rpm using the Spinco rotor

25.1 (Suzuki, Poduslo, and Norton, 1967).

The contents of each tube was separated into four fractions:
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pellet; bottom layer (0.85 M sucrose); interphase (approx. 0.65 M

sucrose; and a top layer (0.32 M sucrose). The myelin containing

top and interphase layers were combined and diluted with 10 volumes

of cold distilled water. This preparation was layered over 0.85 M

sucrose and centrifuged as before. The crude myelin, thus obtained,

was located as a cloudy layer at the interphase, and as a faint milky-

white scum at the surface of the tube.

Two additional procedures were used to prepare a crude myelin

fraction. Myelin was concentrated by layering the 600 x g superna-

tant (in 0.32 M sucrose) over a discontinuous gradient, performed in

steps of 0.1 M sucrose, ranging from 0.8 M (at the bottom) to 0.4 M

at the top (Cuzner and Davison, 1968).

Alternatively, a 600 x g sonicated supernatant of nervous tis-

sue, in which distilled water was substituted for the original sucrose

homogenizing medium, was layered over a continuous gradient rang-

ing from 0 to 10% and from 5 to 20% sucrose. In this procedure, the

centrifugations were performed in the Spinco SW 39-1 rotor, at

30,000 rpm for 24 hours. All centrifugations were conducted at 2°C.

The contents of the five milliliter tubes were apportioned into 18 to

20 consecutive fractions by dropwise collections through a needle

inserted into the bottom of the tube.
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Partial Purification of 2', 3i-cyclic
AMP 3' -phosphohydrolase

One hundred grams of previously prepared beef brain white

matter was treated according to the procedure of Drummond, Iyer,

and Keith (1962). The enzyme isolation results in an acetone powder

preparation from which most lipids and water soluble proteins have

been removed. All of the operations described below were conducted

in the cold (0-4°C) and centrifugations were performed with a Servall

Refrigerated Centrifuge, RC-2.

The frozen brain tissue was homogenized with 500 mis of ace-

tone (precooled to -15°C) for four minutes in a Waring blender con-

trolled with a Variac rheostat. The homogenate was rapidly filtered

on Whatman #1 filter paper supported on a Buchner funnel. The res-

idue was rehomogenized with acetone, two more times, and thorough-

ly dried under vacuum. The extraction process was continued by

treatment of the powder with 200 mis of n-butanol (0° C). After four

minutes homogenization, an additional 150 mls of n-butanol were

added, and the suspension was stirred for five hours, followed by

a ten minute centrifugation at 10,000 x g. The supernatant was de-

canted and the precipitate was homogenized in 200 mls of petroleum

ether (b.p. = 30 -60 °), stirred for one-half hour, and collected by

filtration. One hundred-fifty milliliters of petroleum ether were

used to wash the filter cake which was subsequently dried in vacuo.
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Soluble proteins were removed from this preparation by moder-

ate homogenization in phosphate buffer (0. 02 M potassium phosphate,

pH 7.5) for three minutes. The frothy suspension was centrifuged

for 90 minutes at 30, 000 x g after two hours of stirring. This pro-

cedure was repeated twice on the precipitate, using 300 and 150 mis

of phosphate buffer, respectively, containing 3 M NaC1, 20 mis of

Tween 20, and 0.5 mis of 5 N KOH. The amber colored supernatant

from the latter two centrifugations were combined and the pellets

discarded.

By subjecting this solution to continuous flow dialysis over night

(against 60 liters of glass distilled water), the sodium chloride, used

to salt out the soluble protein fraction, was removed. The dialyzed

solution was then lyophilized and dispersed in 300 mis of cold ace-

tone to extract the detergent (Tween 20). The precipitate was col-

lected by centrifugation at 20,000 x g for two hours at -15°C and was

extracted twice again. The final powder was thoroughly dried and

stored at -20°C. Subsequent protein and enzyme assays were per-

formed on suspensions of this powder in 0.01 M Tris buffer, pH 7.5.

Ribonucleic Acid Extraction

Embryonic nerves were incubated in a medium containing

tritiated-uridine as described above and the rapidly labeled RNA

was extracted. The method used for RNA isolation incorporated
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several features from the well established procedure of Brossard

and Nicole (1968). Protein, including ribonuclease, was denatured

with phenol containing naphthalene disulfonate (ND), the low pH pre-

vented DNA from being extracted in the aqueous phase, and the 65 °C

extraction temperature facilitated extraction of a rapidly labeled RNA

of very high specific radioactivity. All glassware employed in this

experiment was routinely heated to 150°C for two hours prior to use

in order to reduce RNase contamination.

Approximately six dozen nerves (100 mg tissue) were thoroughly

homogenized in a pre-cooled mortar containing 1.0 ml of freshly dis-

tilled, water saturated, phenol and 0.1 M Tris (containing 0.5% ND;

pH = 5.1). The homogenate was warmed to 65 ° C and vigorously

shaken at this temperature for six minutes. The mixture was cen-

trifuged at 10,000 x g for ten minutes and the aqueous layer removed

and placed in an ice bath.. Extraction of RNA from the fluffy-white

interphase and the lower phenol layer was repeated by rehomogeniz-

ing these layers with 0.5 mis of fresh Tris-ND buffer. The aqueous

phase from this step was pooled with the first aqueous layer (vol.

equaled 1.0 ml) followed by another extraction of this fraction with

1.0 ml of fresh phenol.

After shaking at 65°C and centrifugation at 10,000 x g for ten

minutes, the final aqueous phase was made 2% with respect to sodium

acetate by the addition of 0.1 ml of 20% NaAc. RNA was finally
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precipitated from this solution with 2.5 volumes of ice-cold ethyl

alcohol by storing at 20 °C overnight. The precipitate, collected

by centrifugation, was washed three times with cold 70% ethanol

to remove traces of residual phenol. Once the final alcohol had been

decanted, the pellet of RNA was dried under a stream of air and dis-

solved in 0.2 mls of 0.1 M Tris (containing 0.2% sodium dodecyl

sulfate, pH 7. 2).

Polyacrylamide gel separation of RNA from the nerves, and

subsequent determinations of radioactivity of the pulse labeled RNA is

presented in the Assay Procedures section.

Assay Procedures

Several parameters of nerve growth and myelination during

in ovo and in vitro nerve development were measured. Various com-

ponents of the nervous tissue were assayed at two day intervals from

10 through20 day old embryos and the changes in their respective

levels were plotted versus age. The precise stage of embryo develop-

ment was established by correlating the number of days the eggs were

incubated with the length of the third digit of the embryo, as suggest-

ed by Lillie (1952).
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Proteins

Proteins were quantitatively estimated in nerve preparations

by four procedures.

A280. In cases where the volume and concentration of proteins

in the solution was low (as in the 0.25 ml fractions collected from

the sucrose gradient centrifugation), the optical density was measured

at 280 nm in a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 600 spectrophotometer

using a 5 mm cell path. The concentration of protein in each fraction

was interpolated from a standard curve prepared with bovine serum

albumin (BSA).

Lowry Method. In most instances, protein determinations were

made according to the procedure of Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr, and

Randall (1951). One-half milliliter aliquots of sample were solubil-

ized at room temperature with 5.0 mis of 0.1 N NaOH (containing

2% Na2CO3, 0.01% CuSO45H20, and 0.02 M sodium tartrate). Af-

ter ten minutes, 0.5 ml of Folin and Ciocalteau's phenol reagent,

diluted to 33% with water (Uni-Tech Chemical Manufacturing Co.,

Sun Valley, Cal.) was rapidly added and mixed. The blue color,

which developed within ten minutes, was measured by recording

the absorbance of 600 nm. The optical density was compared with

known standards of BSA. Control tubes, in this procedure, con-

tained 0.32 M sucrose and were treated identical with the samples.
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Carbon-14 Labeled Proteins. Radioactive protein containing
14

d, 1 -leucine-1- C was counted in a Packard Liquid Scintillation

Spectrometer (Model 3003). Estimates of the total 14C-leucine taken

up by the nerves during the labeling period (free amino acid, leucine

charged t-RNA, and protein incorporated) were obtained by direct

counting of the crude homogenate and subcellular fractions.

Labeled, trichloroacetic acid (TCA) precipitable proteins were

determined according to the procedure of Mans and Novelli (1960).

One-tenth milliliter aliquots of tissue preparations were pipetted on-

to Whatman 3 MM filter paper disks and air dried. Three milliliters

of fresh, ice-cold TCA (10%, w/v) per disk was used to precipitate the

proteins into the matrix of the filter paper. After 60 minutes, C14-

leucine charged t-RNA and precipitated RNAs were removed from the

paper by hydrolysis at 90° C in 5% TCA. Extraction of TCA and lipid

materials followed, by first incubating the disks in ether-ethanol (1:1

by vol. ) at 37° C and then in ether at room temperature. The air-

dried disks were placed in glass counting vials to which ten milliliters

of Kinard's scintillation fluid was added (5 parts xylene:5 parts diox-

ane:3 parts ethanol:naphthalene, 80 gm/liter PPO, 5 gm/liter:POPOP,

50 mg/liter; Rapkin, 1963).

Discontinuous Gel Electrophoresis. Since this study was pri-

marily concerned with changes in nerve proteins synthesized in drug

treated embryos, only relative protein determinations were made.
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That is, determinations of differential isotope uptake under control

and experimental conditions precluded the need for measuring the

absolute concentration of individual proteins labeled with carbon-14.

Comparative values were obtained for proteins separated by discon-

tinuous gel electrophoresis.

Polyacrylamide gel columns (0.66 x 7.5 cm) were prepared in

plexiglass tubes (Davis, 1964). Separating (small pore) gels con-

tained 7. 5% and 0. 184% acrylamide and N, N' -methylene bisacryl-

amide, respectively (Eastman Organic Chemicals), pH 8.9. Spacer

gels were prepared by layering approximately 0.5 ml of large pore

gel solution (2.5% acrylamide, 0.625% bisacrylamide, pH 6. 7) over

the ammonium per sulfate polymerized running gel. Following ribo-

flavin-photopolymerization of the stacking gels, the electrophoresis

apparatus was assembled and the electrolyte (5x 10-3 M Tris, 3.84 x

10-2 M glycine, pH 8.3) placed in the reservoirs. One milliliter of

phenol blue (0.001%) was added to the upper buffer in order to track

the progress of the electrophoresis.

Up to 0.5 ml aliquots of protein mixtures (in 10% sucrose) were

routinely layered on the stacking gels without the aid of sample gels.

A small pledget of absorbant cotton, saturated with buffer, was in-

serted at the top of the plexiglass tube to reduce convective mixing

of sample with the electrolyte. The apparatus was connected to a

Heathkit H. V. regulated power supply, with the cathode attached to
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the upper reservoir. A current of 2 mA/gel was applied for 2 to 3

hours and the electrophoresis was allowed to proceed at room tem-

perature.

When the tracking dye progressed to within one centimeter of

the bottom of the separating gel, the current was turned off and the

upper reservoir was emptied by decanting the buffer. Prior to re-

moval of the gels, the cotton plug was removed and the dense sucrose

solution, in which the sample was applied, was collected with a Pas-

teur pipette. This fraction represented protein that was unable to

penetrate the stacking gel owing to its association with large myelin

fragments.

Once the gels were removed from their respective tubes, they

were treated by one of two methods. Proteins which had migrated

into the gels were fixed in position and visualized, or they were elut-

ed from the gels.

The staining procedure involved immersing each gel in three

to five milliliters of 1. 0% napthol blue black (in 7% acetic acid) for

one hour. After leaching, with several changes of acetic acid, the

gels were electrophoretically destained in the same apparatus. The

gels were placed in glass tubes with an internal diameter slightly

greater than that used for gelation. Constrictions at the lower end

of these tubes held the gels in place. The electrode buffers (7% acetic

acid) were added to both reservoirs and a current of 15 mA/tube was
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required for 30 minutes in order to drive the unbound stain from the

gels. The gels were stored in acetic acid.

Removal of separated proteins from unstained polyacrylamide

gels was accomplished by cutting the spacer gel from the running

gel and quartering the latter. Each of these five segments were

diced into two millimeter cubes and their proteins eluted into 1.0

ml of citric acid-phosphate buffer by frequent shaking for one hour;

the buffer consisted of 0.2 M Na2HPO4 in 0.1 M citric acid, pH 6.2.

When 14C-labeled proteins were electrophoresed and eluted in this

manner, no increase in radioactivity was observed after 60 minutes.

Aliquots of the elution buffer were assayed for isotope content as well

as for cAMPase activity.

Enzymatic Assays

In addition to measurements of total protein, and proteins sep-

arated electrophoretically, eight enzymes were assayed in sciatic

nerve preparations.

2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3' -phosphohydr olase. The reaction catalyzed

by this enzyme is the hydrolysis of the 2', 3'-cyclic ester of AMP,

producing a 2' -AMP product. The assay procedure used in this study

was similar to that of Drummond et al. (1962) as modified by Kuri-__
hara and Tsukada (1967).

Sonicated tissue homogenates, subcellular fractions, and
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eluants from polyacrylamide gels were diluted to the appropriate

concentration with distilled water. To 0.2 mls of the enzyme prepa-

ration, 0.1 mls of citric acid-phosphate buffer were added. This

mixture was pre-incubated for three minutes at 37°C, followed by

addition of 3,000 Int.LM of substrate (2', 3' -cyclic AMP; in 0.1 mls

of distilled water). The reaction was allowed to proceed for 20 min-

utes. Glacial acetic acid (0.04 ml) was added to stop the reaction

and the tubes were chilled on ice.

The amount of substrate converted to product under the condi-

tions described above, was determined by the following procedure.

Thirty microliters of the reaction mixture were spotted and air dried

on 8 1/2 x 11" chromatography paper (Whatman 3 MM). Separation

of substrate from product within the mixture was effected by descend-

ing chromatography. Two solvent systems were employed. An or-

ganic solvent composed of isopropyl alcohol:water (70:30 by volume)

with an NH3 saturated atmosphere was used to isolate 2', 3'-cyclic

AMP from 2' and 3' -AMP. The paper was developed for six to eight

hours and the spots of AMP were located by using an ultraviolet lamp.

Chromatography of standards by this method, however, revealed

the the Rf values for the 2' and 3' products were quite close. In

order to eliminate the possibility that a 2' -phosphohydrolase was

also present in the heterogeneous enzyme preparation, a second

solvent was used in which the Rf's of 2' and 3' isomers of AMP were
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well distinguishable. Such a solvent was saturated ammonium sulfate:

0.5 M sodium acetate:isopropyl alcohol (80:1 8:2, by vol. ), which re-

quired 18 to 24 hours for development. Once it was established that

no interfering reactions were confusing the assay for the 3' -phospho-

hydrolase, the organic solvent system was routinely used due to the

length of time required for separation of the U. V. absorbing spots.

After identification of substrate and product on the paper, the

spots were cut out and eluted with 3.0 mis of 0.01 N HC1. Fibers of

the chromatography paper were removed from the eluant by vacuum

filtration on pre-washed glass filter pads. The optical density of

the eluant solutions, containing un-hydrolyzed substrate and product,

was read at 260 nm against 0.01 N HC1 blanks.

From 95 to 100% of the U.V. absorbing material originally ap-

plied to the chromatography paper was accounted for by this method.

The concentration of these AMP derivatives in the eluants was ascer-

tained from curves based on standard solutions of the 2', 3'-cyclic

AMP and 2' -AMP in HC1. Enzymes units were defined as rrilimoles

of substrate converted to product per minute of reaction time. Ac-

tivity was expressed as enzyme units (E. U.) per mg protein, per mg

wet weight, and per nerve. The rate of the reaction was found to be

proportional to enzyme concentration provided hydrolysis of the sub-

strate did not exceed 60%.

Miscellaneous Enzymes. The assay procedures for the seven
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remaining enzymes are summarized in Table 1.

Each of the enzymatic assays requiring continuous recording

of changes in optical density were performed with the Beckman DU

monochromator using a Gilford photometer and optical density re-

corder. In all cases, the enzyme units were defined as a change of

0.01 0. D. units/minute, under the conditions of the assay. All data

were expressed in terms of the number of enzyme units/nerve pres-

ent in the homogenate.

Analysis of Myelin Lipids

Three lipid components, known to be associated with myelin,

were assayed in the embryonic sciatic nerves; cholesterol (free and

esterified), phospholipid phosphorus, and cerebrosides.

Lipid extraction was performed on freshly dissected nerves

(Folch, Lees, and Sloane, 1957). The tissue (100 to 150 mgs) was

homogenized with 1.0 ml of cold methanol. After one minute, 2. 0

mis of chloroform were added and the mixture transferred to a

stoppered 15 ml centrifuge tube. The volume was increased to 5.0

mis by the addition of chloroform:methanol:water (38:18:3, v/v/v).

The homogenate was treated at 0-4° C for 20 minutes by occasional

buzzing and centrifugation at 2,000 x g for two minutes. The super-

natant, a chloroform-methanol (C-M) extract, was decanted into 50

ml stoppered tubes and stored on ice. The residue was resuspended



Table 1. Assay procedure for miscellaneous sciatic nerve enzymes.

Acetvlcholinesterase: (Kremzner and Wilson, 1963)
(acetylcholine + H2O .. acetate + choline)

reagents cuvette contents procedure

enzyme prep.
water
substrate:

0.1 M NaC1
0.02 M MgC12
0.005% gelatin

reaction

0.5 ml

blank

substrate was incubated with enzyme for 4 minutes at 25°
0.5 ml -reaction stopped with alkaline hydroxylamine

1.0 1.0 -one minute later add HC1 followed by ferric chloride
read O.D. at 540 nm
decrease in absorbance represents disappearance of substrate

2.7 x 10-3 M acetylcholine
in 0.02 M sodium phosphate

pH 7. 0
alkaline hydroxylamine 2. 0 2.0

2 M hydroxylamine:
3.5 M NaOH (1:1)

4 N HC1 1.0 1.0
ferric chloride 1.0 1.0

Acid Phosphatase: (Hofstee, 1954)
H

3
PO4 + alcohol)(orthophosphoric monoester + H20

enzyme prep. 0.5 ml -mix ingredients at zero time
water 0.5 ml -record changes in O.D. at 300 nm for 10 min.
substrate: 0. 5 0.5 -calculate A300 per minute

0.00365 M ortho carboxy phenyl
phosphate

buffer, pH 5.0 2.0 2.0
0.15 M NaAc



Table 1. Continued.
re agents cuvette contents procedure

Aldolase : (Taylor, 1955) re action blank
(fructose -1 , 6 -diPO4 dihydroxyacetone -PO4 + gly 3 -PO4)

enzyme 0. 2 ml 0. 2 ml -follow appearance of hydrazone (A240) formed from
water 1.0 gly-3-PO4 and hydrazine, for ten minutes
substrate 1. 0 -subtract control from enzymatic rate

0. 012 M fructose-1, 6-diphosphate -express E. U. as A 240/min
hydrazine sulfate 2. 0 2. 0

O. 0035 M, in
0.0001 M EDTA
pH 7. 5

Alkaline Phosphatase: (Lowry, 1957)
(orthophosphoric monoester + H2O H

3
PO4 + alcohol)

enzyme prep. 0.1 ml
water
substrate 3.0

1 x 10-3 M para-nitrophenyl PO4
in 1.0 M Tris

pH 8.0

adjust spectrophotometer to zero
0.1 ml -absorbance at 410 nm with substrate solution
3. 0 -add enzyme and record 0. D. changes for ten minutes

calculate rate of para-nitrophenol released

DPN Diaphorase: (Villee, 1962)
oxidized acceptor(DPNreduced + idid t -* DPNoxidized + reduced acceptor)

enzyme prep. 0. 5 ml -set spectrophotometer to 0.30 0. D. units at 600 nm
water 2. 1 2. 6 ml -mix reaction vessels
substrate 0. 1 0. 1 -record oxidation of DPN by by following reduction of

O. 006 M DPN dye 0.1 0. 1 dye for ten minutes
1. 2 x 10-3rg dichlorophenolindo- -decrease in 0. D. /min is enzyme unit

phenol
buffer 0. 1 0. 1

0. 2 M Tris
pH 7. 5



Table 1. Continued.

reagents
reaction

cuvette contents procedure
blank

Isocitric dehydrogenase (TPN): (Stern, 1957)
(isocitrate + TPN+ ' a-ketoglutarate + CO2 + TPNH + H+)

enzyme prep. 1.0 ml 1. 0 ml -mix substrates, water, McC12, and buffer
water 0. 5 -initiate reaction with enzyme
substrates -record A340 for five minutes

8 mM d, 1-isocitrate 0.5
4 mM TPN+ 0.5

MnC12, 8 mM 0.5
Tris buffer 0.5

0.5

0.5
0.5

0. 22 M
pH 7. 4

Leucine amino peptidase: (Bryce and Rabin, 1964)

(leucinamide + H2O --' leucine + NH3)

enzyme prep. 0.1 ml 0.1 ml -incubate enzyme preparation in
water 1. 2 O. 2 2. 0 ml H20
leucine 2.0 0.1 ml 0.025 M MnC1

2
0.0625 M, pH 8.5 0.1 ml Tris

leucinamide 1.0 for two hours at 40°C
0. 125 M, pH 8. 5 -equilibrate mixture to room temperature and

measure A238 of test and control cuvettes
-at zero time, add activated enzyme preparation

O. 5 M, pH 8.5 to mixture
-record decrease in O.D. for ten minutes

MgC12, 0.125 M 0. 1 0. 1

Tris buffer 0. 1 0. 1
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2.0 mis of the C:M:H 20 solution and re-extracted for 30 minutes.

After washing the sides of the tube with 2.0 ml of solvent, it was

centrifuged as before. This supernatant was combined with the first,

and the remaining residue was extracted once again, for four hours,

and centrifuged. The final supernatant was removed by decantation.

The combined crude C-M extracts were washed by adding 0.2

volumes of chick Ringers' solution (0.01 M Tris-0.12 M NaC1-0. 005

M KC1 -0.0015 M CaC12, pH 7. 4), mixing thoroughly, and centrifug-

ing for 20 minutes at 1200 x g. The top layer (aqueous wash), repre-

senting 40% of the original volume, was collected without disturbing

the interphase, and discarded. The walls of the tube, containing the

bottom and interphase layers, were rinsed with approximately 2.0

mis of pure upper phase solvent (derived from 0.2 vols. of chick

Ringers' solution with C:M:H20). The tubes were rotated gently

and centrifuged to hasten phase separation. This washing proced-

ure was repeated two more times, each time discarding the top layer.

The resultant washed C-M extract was evaporated under a

stream of nitrogen gas to near dryness at 200C and placed in a vacu-

um dessicator over KOH overnight at 4°C. The final residue was

resuspended in chloroform:methanol (2:1; 20 mis) for subsequent

cholesterol, phospholipid phosphorus, and cerebroside determination.

Cholesterol. Cholesterol is present in myelinating nerves, in

at least two forms; the number three carbon may carry a free
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hydroxyl group (free-ol) or may be esterified to a long chain fatty

acid. Therefore, assays of cholesterol content involved not only total

cholesterol determinations but also required isolation and measure-

ment of the two forms.

The method employed to separate and assay the free cholesterol

(fC) was that of Brown, Zlatkis, Zak, and Boyle (1954). Cholesterol

was quantitatively precipitated as the cholesteryl digitonide. Of the

two procedures presented by these authors, the aluminum hydroxide

method was employed in this investigation.

An aliquot (generally two milliliters) of the washed C-M extract

was evaporated to dryness and then taken up in 2.5 mls of ethanol-

acetone (1:1 by vol. ). The free cholesterol was then precipitated

by adding two milliliters of an 0. 5% solution of digitonin in ethanol-

water (1:1 by vol. ) and one drop of 5% aluminum chloride hexahydrate

(in distilled water). The suspension was mixed well and centrifuged

at 2, 000 x g for ten minutes. The supernatant was removed carefully

and discarded without disturbing the fine precipitate of aluminum hy-

droxide and cholesteryl digitonide. The hydroxide was dissolved by

swirling the precipitate in four milliliters of 50% ethanol containing

one drop of 6 N HC1. The suspension was heated in a boiling water

bath for two minutes, centrifuged, and decanted. The tubes were

inverted and dried on absorbant papers. The remaining precipitate

of cholesteryl digitonide was dissolved in three milliliters of glacial
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acetic acid and treated as follows.

Two milliliters of reagent (1.0 ml of a 1% iron III chloride hex-

ahydrate solution in glacial acetic acid, diluted to 100 mls with con-

centrated sulfuric acid, and mixed) was added slowly down the side

of the tube, producing two distinct layers. The two phases were

mixed thoroughly for 30 seconds and cooled to room temperature.

The absorbance of the purple color which developed was measured

in the spectrophotometer at 560 nm. Optical density readings of the

sample preparations were compared with a standard curve prepared

from a solution of ash-free cholesterol precipitated with digitonin as

described above.

Since the procedure of Brown et al. (1954) did not permit re-

producible determinations of total cholesterol (free and esterified),

a slight modification was made in the above method as was suggested

by Bowman and Wolf (1962). If the C-M extract was evaporated as

before, and dissolved in ethanol, followed by treatment with a differ-

ent reagent [8.0 mls of FeC13-6H20 (2.5 gms in 100 mls of 87%

H3PO4) diluted to 100 mls with H2SO4], the color which appeared

was proportional to the concentration of total cholesterol present.

Standard curves, prepared from solutions of free cholesterol, choles-

teryl linoleate, and varying ratios of the two, similarly treated, cor-

roborated the fact that the latter method was superior to that of Brown

et al.
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Phospholipid Phosphorus. Phosphorus present in the phospho-

lipids, extracted into the C-M fraction, was assayed by the method

of Fiske and SubbaRow (1925) as modified by Barlett (1959). Up to

two milliliters of the C-M extract were ashed in 0.5 mis of 10 N

H
2
SO4 for three hours at160° C. Two drops of 30% hydrogen perox-

ided (P content less than 0. 00025%) were added, and the process was

continued for an additional 90 minutes. After the tubes were cooled

to room temperature, the contents were mixed with 0. 22% ammonium

molybdate and 0.2 ml of Fiske-SubbaRow reagent (0.5 gms of 1-amino-

2-napthol-4-sulfonic acid dissolved in 200 mis of freshly prepared

15% anhydrous sodium bisulfite, followed by the addition of 1.0 gm of

anhydrous sodium sulfite). The reaction was accelerated by heating

the tubes (covered with marbles) in a boiling water bath for seven

minutes. The absorbance of the intense blue color was measured

at 830 nm with a Beckman Model B photometer with a red-sensitive

phototube, and compared with standard curves prepared from solu-

tions of H3PO4.

Cerebrosides. Since galactose is a constituent common to all

cerebrosides, the washed C-M extract was analyzed for this sugar

as an index of the amount of cerebroside present (Hess and Lewin,

1965). Aliquots of the extract containing from one to eight micro-

grams of galactose were evaporated to dryness, and the residue

reacted with two milliliters of freshly prepared orcinol reagent
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(0. 1 gm orcinol dissolved in three milliliters of H2O and diluted to

50 mls with 50% H2SO4). After addition of the orcinol, the mixture

was cooled on ice and then heated for 25 minutes in a boiling water

bath. When the reaction was completed, the optical density was read

at 425 nm and compared to standard curves prepared from galactose

and from cerebrosides. The percent of galactose in cerebroside was

determined to be 4.6% and calculations of the micromoles of cerebros-

ide present per nerve were based on this value.

Separation and Characterization
of Rapidly Labeled RNA

RNA extracted from chick sciatic nerves was subjected to poly-

acrylamide gel electrophoresis according to the procedure of Bishop,

Claybrook, and Spiegelman (1967). The concentration of RNA present

in the 0.1 M Tris-SDS solution was based on its absorbance at 260

nm where approximately one milligram RNA/m1 = 21 O. D. units.

The ratio of A 280:A260 was used to determine the purity of the RNA

preparation. Only preparations which fell within the permitted range

of 0.40 to 0.59 (Travnicek, Veprek, and Riman, 1967) were used.

Polyacrylamide 2.4% gels were polymerized in 0.66 cm plexi-

glass tubes at least 72 hours prior to electrophoresis. The gels were

prepared by mixing 8.0 ml of a fresh aqueous solution of chloroform-

recrystallized acrylamide and N, N' -methylenebisacrylamide (1 5%
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and 0. 75 %, respectively; Eastman Organic Chemicals), 24.9 mls of

distilled water, and 16.66 mls of 3 E buffer (0.12 M Tris-0. 06 M

NaAc -0. 003 M EDTA, and sufficient glacial acetic acid to adjust the

pH to 7.2). The mixture was mechanically stirred and degassed under

vacuum for 20 minutes. N, N, N', N' -tetramethylene diamine (0.04 ml:

Eastman) and 0.4 ml of aqueous, 10% ammonium per sulfate (freshly

prepared) were swirled into the solution. Since polymerization be-

gan immediately, portions of the above were rapidly pipetted into

upright tubes, fitted into inverted rubber serum bottle seals, and

were left undisturbed for 30 minutes.

Once polymerization was complete, the gels were removed

from the tubes and were stored in E buffer (3E buffer diluted with

two volumes of 3% solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate) for a minimum

of three days in order to remove ultraviolet light absorbing contam-

inants. During this time, the gels swelled to approximately 150% of

their original length. The gels were then cut into five centimeter

segments with the aid of a plexiglass jig, and were re-inserted into

the 0.66 cm electrophoresing tubes. The lower end of the gels was

held in place by single layers of dialysis tubing.

Following assembly of the electrophoresis apparatus, approx-

imately 500 mls of E buffer were added to the electrolyte reservoirs.

The gels were pre-run for 30 minutes with a current of 5 mA/tube.

The buffers were renewed, and one-tenth milliliter samples of RNA
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(made 10% with respect to sucrose) were layered over the gels by

careful displacement of the buffer in the tubes. RNA was electro-

phoresed at 5 mA/tube for 60 or 75 minutes at room temperature.

Detection of the RNAs resolved within the gel, was performed

by placing the gels in quartz cells (0.5 x 1.0 x 10.0 cm) and cover-

ing them with E buffer. The gels were then scanned at 260 nm in

the Gilford 2410 Linear Transport, adapted to a Beckman DU spec-

trophotometer. The optical density was recorded from gels scanned

at a rate of one centimeter per minute with a chart speed of four

inches per minute. Comparing the migration distances of various

species of RNA permitted identification of 4-5s, 18s, and 28s RNA

as peaks of optical density.

Tritium labeled uridine, previously incorporated into the sci-

atic nerve RNA, was assayed in the following manner. Once scanned,

the polyacrylamide gels were returned to the plexiglass tubes, frozen

in dry-ice, and cut into consecutive two millimeter sections. Each

gel slice was dissolved in a tightly capped scintillation vial, to which

0.5 mls of 30% hydrogen peroxide had been added. Digestion was

performed at 60°C overnight.

After cooling the vials to approximately 15°C, the contents

were mixed with 10.0 mls of Kinard's fluid, and were counted for

ten minutes. The distribution of label throughout each gel was plotted

over the corresponding record of optical density.
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RESULTS

Tissue Dissection

Chick embryo sciatic nerves exhibited two major changes in

their physical appearance during development; changes in length and

consistency. Both were responsible for limiting the lowest age at

which the nerves could be dissected.

Gross observations made during dissection revealed that the

nerves lengthened from three millimeters in 10 day old embryos, to

approximately eight millimeters at 14 days. By 21 days the nerves

had grown to 1.3-1.5 centimeters.

Dissection of nerve trunks prior to the tenth day was compli-

cated not only because of their small size but also because of their

"mushy" consistency. Manipulation of this age tissue with conven-

tional dissecting instruments was extremely difficult if not impos-

sible. Several attempts to free the nerves from the embryos were

unsuccessful. After cutting at both ends the nerve contents leak out

quite rapidly and the result is a flattened piece of tissue which no

longer resembles its appearance in situ. As the in ovo incubation

period progressed dissection was more easily performed due to the

physical strengthening of the nerves. By the 14th day of embryonic

growth the nerves attained their characteristic appearance which was
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retained even after removal from the embryo. In fact this tubular

nature of the nerve was maintained even after several days incuba-

tion under in vitro conditions.

Sincgt myelin has not been detected prior to the 1 2th day of

embryogenesis, tissue derived from ten day old embryos was con-

sidered sufficiently young for analysis of those events associated

with myelinogenesis.

Measurements of Nerve Growth

Biochemical changes which accompany the changes of sciatic

nerves with time were examined. These changes were measured

in nerves under in ovo and in vitro conditions. Changes in wet weight,

total protein, and levels of isocitric dehydrogenase (IDH) activity were

measured as indices of general nerve growth and development.

In ovo

Wet Weight and Protein Changes. The net increase in total

protein in chick sciatic nerves was determined by the Lowry proced-

ure. Not only does the protein content per nerve change, but changes

were also observed in the percent protein (by weight) per nerve.

Figure la shows the microgram quantities of protein per nerve

present at 48 hour intervals from the 10th through the 20th days in

ovo. It can be seen that proteins are accumulated in an exponential
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fashion. The micrograms of protein present per nerve doubles every

2.3 days in the period examined.

Calculations of the percent protein/nerve were made from the

following wet weights.

Age (days inc. ) mg tissue/nerve

10 0.15

12 0.92

14 2.25

16 3.92

18 5.45

20 7.65

A plot of the calculated percent protein/nerve is presented in

Figure lb. At very early ages (up to 10 days) as much as 18% of the

wet weight is protein. As the nerves continue to develop, this value

rapidly decreases to a minimum of 5% at 15 days and finally shifts to

a gradual increase to 8% at 20 days.

The biphasic nature of this curve is of interest since the inflec-

tion point in the figure corresponds to the age at which active myel-

ination is thought to begin. Evidence regarding the kinds of nerve

proteins being synthesized before and after this age (i.e., 15 days)

will be presented later. Suffice it to note that dramatic changes are

seen during growth with respect to the proportion of tissue which is

devoted to protein.
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Isocitric Dehydrogenase (IDH). This enzyme was assayed in

nerve preparations in order to index at least one parameter of growth

which changes during in ovo development and is not associated directly

with myelin formation. A second reason for selecting this enzyme is

that it was used in later experiments to give an indication of the meta-

bolic state of nerves being maintained in vitro.

Figure 2a is a plot of the IDH activity/nerve versus age. This

curve shows that the enzyme is being synthesized continually during

in ovo development. A slight lag in the rate of synthesis is observed

between 10 and 12 days, followed by a very gradual increase in the

rate for the remainder of the incubation period. If the enzymatic

activity is plotted on a wet weight basis (Figure 2b) or is expressed

as enzyme units per milligram protein (Figure 2c), different patterns

for IDH are observed during nerve growth. In the first instance, it

is apparent that after an initial high activity (2. 2 EU/mg tissue) the

increase in absolute number of enzyme molecules (per nerve) is

masked by a tremendous increase in wet weight. Thus, the enzymatic

activity appears to level off for several days, dropping to 0.5 EU/mg.

The specific activity on the basis of protein (Figure 2c) is much more

involved. Isocitric dehydrogenase displays a general decrease in

specific activity.
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In vitro

Wet Weight and Protein Changes. Before reporting the results

of the in vitro experiments, it is necessary to describe the dissection

and incubation schedule used. Several dozen sciatic nerves were

dissected from embryos of the same age (eg. 14 days). All of these

nerves were simultaneously cultured under the conditions previously

described. At predetermined intervals groups of nerves were re-

moved from the incubator and analyzed. Nerves dissected at 14 days

and cultured for an additional two days are designated as 142; nerves

from this same group cultured for three days are noted by 143, etc.

After numerous attempts to assign reproducible wet weights to

cultured nerves, it became readily apparent that meaningful values

could not be obtained. The results were more reproducible if the

data were presented on the basis of per nerve or milligram of pro-

tein.

Measurements of the concentration of protein/nerve (after cul-

turing) is reported in Figure 3a. The pattern of increasing amounts

or protein observed in ovo is not continued in vitro. For most ages

examined, the protein content per nerve found after 48 hours was

within experimental error of the concentration present when cultur-

ing was initiated. As the in vitro incubation lengthened, the protein

content per nerve gradually decreased. The only exception to this
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gradual decline was that of approximately 18 day old nerves which

showed a more noticeable drop in protein than was observed in the

younger tissues.

Isocitric dehydrogenase. Figure 3b closely approximates the

trends observed with the protein (Figure 3a). One significant differ-

ence, was that during the in vitro incubation period the enzymatic

activities decayed at a greater rate.

Measurements of Myelin Formation

Myelinogenesis was followed by measuring the amounts of four

types of molecules present that are directly related to myelin. Direct

measurement of myelin lamellae via electronmicroscopy was also

used and the results are reported in the following section.

In ovo

Changes in nerve composition accompanying early myelin for-

mation were measured. The patterns of these changes are shown in

Figures 4 and 5 for cholesterol, phospholipid phosphorus, cerebros-

ides, and 2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3' -phosphohydrolase. One feature, com-

mon to each of these myelin components, is that they all display the

same type of change between 14 and 16 days. That is, during this

48 hour period they have either just entered or have fully attained

their maximum rate of accumulation.
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Cholesterol (Free and Esterified). Total cholesterol, deter-

mined according to Bowman et al. (1962), minus free cholesterol

(Brown et al., 1954) gave the calculated values for cholesteryl es-_
ters. The data presented in Figure 4 shows how each of these forms

of cholesterol changes during in ovo embryonic growth. Total

cholesterol and free cholesterol show similar patterns of changes

during myelination. The only significant difference being that the

curve for free cholesterol lags slightly behind that for total choles-

terol. The rate at which the cholesteryl esters are accumulated is

much lower than either of the other two forms.

During the period of most rapid myelin formation (14 to 16

days) free cholesterol is deposited at nearly its maximum rate, ap-

proximately 16 mil NI/nerve/day. In contrast, the rate of cholesteryl

ester accumulation continues to increase in the older nerves (16-18

days).

Cholesteryl Ester: Free Cholesterol Ratios. These ratios

were calculated from the values presented in Figure 4 for free

cholesterol and cholesteryl esters. Table 2 shows how these ratios

change as myelination proceeds.

The ratio of cholesteryl esters: free cholesterol increases from

0.0356 to 0.0695 during the firday two day interval, levels off from

14 to 16 days, and then increases once again to 1.1046 after 16
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days. The significance of these relative changes in myelin sterols

becomes evident as we consider the fact that mature adult myelin

contains principally free cholesterol. It is clear that the myelin

being synthesized during this six clay interval is early or immature.

The increasing ratio of cholesteryl ester : free cholesterol indicates

that active myelin synthesis is occurring.

Table 2. Changes in the cholesteryl ester : free cholesterol
ratio during development of the chick embryo
sciatic nerve.

Age of
Embryo
(Days)

Cholesteryl ester:
free cholesterol

12 3.56:100

14 6.95:100

16 6. 80:100

18 10.46:100
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Phospholipid Phosphorus. Figure 4 shows the changes in the

amounts of phospholipid phorphorus in the washed chloroform-methan-

ol extracts of developing sciatic nerves. This figure is similar to

those previously described for cholesterol. A gradual increase in

the phosphorus containing lipids from 12 to 14 days is followed by a

more rapid increase during the period of greatest myelination (14 to

16 days). The increasing rate of phospholipid accumulation continues

during the last two day interval examined.

Cerebrosides. The concentration of cerebrosides in developing

nerves was determined by 1) assaying the micrograms of galactose

in a standard cerebroside solution (by the orcinol procedure), and by

2) correcting all nerve analyses for galactose to obtain the amount

of cerebroside present/nerve. This correction factor was found to

be 4.6µg of cerebroside /µg of galactose. Changes in cerebroside

were measured and are also plotted in Figure 4.

As was true for cholesterol and for phospholipid phosphorus,

the cerebroside pattern shows an initial increasing rate of accumu-

lation (12 to 16 days) which becomes constant at 16 to 18 days.

Ratio of Myelin LipidsCholesterol:Phospholipids:Cerebrosides.

Using the molar quantities from Figure 4, it was possible to calcu-

late the ratio of Cholesterol:Phospholipid:Cerebroside (Table 3).

This ratio (based on cholesterol =100) changes during myelination.

The trends of these changes were used not only as an index of the
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amount of myelin deposited in developing sciatic nerves but also as

a means of determining the maturity of the myelin found.

Table 3. Changes in the cholesterol:phospholipid:cerebroside ratio during development of the chick
embryo sciatic nerve.

Age of Embryo (Days) Cholesterol : Phospholipid : Cerebroside

12 100 : 158.1 : 33.6

14 100 : 173 : 36.1

16 100 : 126 39.0

18 100 : 143 53.3

From the results it is apparent that phospholipid phosphorus

and cerebrosides are not added to myelin at the same rate. That is,

the greatest accumulation of cerebrosides occurs between 16 and 18

days following a very gradual increase, whereas phospholipids ap-

pear to be deposited sporadically during myelination. Since the time

interval studied (12 to 18 days) was relatively short, no clear cut

pattern for phospholipids can be ascertained.

2', 3' -cyclic AMP-3'-phosphohydrolase. Enzymatic assays per-

formed on crude nerve homogenates as well as on crude myelin prepa-

rations lead to the conclusion that cAMPase is firmly bound to and

associated with myelin. Therefore the presence of cAMPase in

nerve preparations was employed as a sensitive assay for myelin.

Control (in ovo) levels of this enzyme at two day intervals are
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plotted in Figure 5. The single most impressive feature of cAMPase

determinations was their reproducibility. Each data point reported

in Figure 5 is the average of as many as 15 separate assays of an

equal number of nerve preparations. Not one of the assays deviated

more than 2% from the average value presented. This reproducibility

in analysis was also observed in sonicated nerve homogenates which

had been repeatedly frozen and thawed.

The pattern of cAMPase activity in embryonic nerves is quite

similar to those found in the myelin lipid analyses. It exhibits a

marked change in rate of synthesis during development (Figure 5).

Extremely low levels of activity are found at 10 and 12 days. At

the onset of myelination (ca. 14 days), the trend changed to such an

extent that by the 20th day the activity of this enzyme had increased

by a factor of 35. The period during which the greatest change in

rate of synthesis occurred was between 12 and 16 days.

Plots are also presented for cAMPase activity expressed per

milligram wet weight and per milligram protein. In the first in-

stance cAMPase exhibits an initial drop in activity from 33 to 10

enzyme units during the first 48 hour interval examined. From the

12th to the 20th day this trend is reversed and the enzyme activity

per milligram tissue increases to approximately 47 units at 20 days.

When expressed as enzyme activity per milligram protein the change

in cAMPase with development appears more dramatic. No change is
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observed from the 10th to the 1 4th day followed by a 13 fold increase

to 620 enzyme units at 18 days. During the last 48 hour period ex-

amined thr, cAMPase activity drops to 530 enzyme units.

Electronmicroscopic Assay for Myelin. The one assay expected

to give the least controversial results was that of direct counting of

the myelin lamellae in sciatic nerve axons. After repeated attempts

tofollow myelination by electronmicroscopy, it became readily ap-

parent that this procedure did not lend itself to quantitative deter-

minations of myelin.

Close examination of photomicrographs from 12, 15, and 18 day

old nerve sections (Plates 1-4) shows that at any given age, the depo-

sition of myelin does not occur at the same rate for all nerve fibers

in the sciatic nerve trunk. More specifically, if the number of lamel-

lae are counted for several axons, it is seen that each section con-

tains axons which are myelinated to varying degrees. Very young

(12 day old) and very old (18 day) nerves exhibit the least variation

in thickness of myelin. However, at the age when myelin formation

is occurring at the most rapid rate (15 days), it was impossible to

assign a numerical value to the number of layers in the "average"

axon without using vast quantities of electronmicrographs.

Nerves that were treated with Triap, actinomycin D, or that

were cultured for 24 hours did not differ in appearance from control

nerves. Because of these results, application of this technique to

quantitative analysis of myelination was abandoned.
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PLATE 1

Cross section of 12 day old chick embryo sciatic nerve

24, 000 X

A = axon; M = myelin; C = collagen; S. C. = Schwann Cell
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PLATE 2

Cross section of 15 day old chick embryo sciatic nerve

24, 000 X

A = axon; m = myelin, C = collagen; S. c. = Schwann cell



PLATE 3

Cross section of 18 day old chick embryo sciatic nerve
24, 000 X

A = axon; m = myelin; C = Connective Tissue
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PLATE 4

Cross section of 18 day old chick embryo sciatic nerve
65, 000 X

A = axon; m = myelin
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In vitro

Due to the fact that in vitro experiments required

nearly 200 dozen embryos (400 dozen nerves), these experiments

were performed only once. Since in vitro assays of total protein and

IDH necessitated homogenization of cultured nerves in an aqueous

medium, myelin lipids (obtained by C-M extraction) were not deter-

mined. Thus, the only assay for myelin formation in vitro was that of

cAMPase activity.

Changes in the levels of cAMPase in sciatic nerves cultured for

extended periods of time are plotted in Figure 6.

When young (14 day old, or less) nerves are cultured and as-

sayed, the in ovo rate of increase in activity is maintained for at

least 24 hours. In the case of 10 and 12 day old nerves, the rate is

greater than in ovo for the first 24 hour period. After this early

increase in activity, however, a gradual decrease is observed for

the remainder of the culture period. As the age of the nerves being

cultured is increased to 15 through 16.6 days, the in vitro enzyme

synthesis is not as dramatic. In both of these instances cAMPase

activity does rise but not at the same rate as was found in ovo. This

"falling away" from the control curve continues as these nerves are

cultured for longer periods of time.

Finally, nerves dissected from 17.6 and 19 day old embryos

and cultured for several days failed to show any in vitro synthesis of
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cAMPase. The only change observed in these nerves is a rapid and

continuous loss of enzymatic activity.

Drug Induced "Myelin" Synthesis

Three techniques were employed in this study to elucidate the

processes involved in the initiation and control of myelin synthesis.

The first was the in vitro approach originally designed for well-con-

trolled manipulation of these processes. The results of these studies

were relatively limited in their usefulness due to 1) the artificial con-

ditions to which the nerves were exposed, and to 2) the inability of

the nerves to survive for long periods of time following their removal

from the embryo.

The second method used to study early myelination was chem-

ical interference with myelin synthesis in ovo. Triap (1,1, 3-tricyano-

2-amino-1 -propene; a stimulator of RNA synthesis) was injected into

developing embryos and the response of myelinating nerves was ob-

served.

Finally, a combination of these two methods was employed in

which myelinating nerves were cultured in the presence of Triap for

24 hours.
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The Effect of Triap on cAMPase when Injected
into Embryos at Various Ages

Triap (0. 2 mg in 0.1 ml H2O) was introduced into the air space

of incubating eggs at different times during development. The micro-

grams of protein present and the cAMPase activity per nerve was

measured 24 hours later. The results are plotted in Figures 7a and

7b.

Comparison of the two curves in Figure 7a shows that synthesis

of cAMPase is enhanced when Triap is injected into the embryo.

Since the rate of change in cAMPase activity observed in the pres-

ence of Triap closely parallels the control, the results were originally

thought to indicate an error in the incubation schedule or an interfer-

ence of Triap with the cAMPase assay procedure. Duplication of

this experiment with simultaneously incubated control embryos, with

Triap in the assay reaction mixture, or by replotting the enzyme units

as specific activity (Figure 7b) established that the observed Triap

effect was not due to experimental error.

Close scrutiny of the two curves in Figure 7a shows that Triap

produces a relatively constant increase in cAMPase activity/nerve in

embryos 14 days old and older. That is, Triap increases the control

level by approximately 65 enzyme units/nerve when injection occurs

at the 13th, 15th, and 17th day of incubation and the analysis for
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enzyme content is at 14, 16, and 18 days, respectively. This results

in a shift of the control curve to the left.

When the effect of Triap on cAMPase is expressed as EU/mg

protein (Figure 7b) these changes become exaggerated. This is due

to the fact that the amount of total protein was not altered by the pres-

ence of this drug.

Triap can cause this premature appearance of cAMPase only

if the nerves have differentiated beyond the 10th day of incubation.

This fact was substantiated by experiments in which 0.2 mg of Triap

was injected 24, 48, and 72 hours prior to dissection. The results

of this study are presented in Table 4.

It can be seen from this table that the effect of Triap is not

cumulative over long periods of time. The full extent of its influ-

ence on cAMPase is observed within the first 24 hours. If the drug

is present for 48, or even 72 hours prior to the assay, no additional

increase in activity is detected. Examining the effect of Triap inject-

ed into very young embryos (less than 10 days old) reveals that only

minor increases in cAMPase are observed before the embryo has

reached its 10th day of development. Beyond this point, the organ-

ism appears to be much more responsive to the stimulatory effects

of the drug. The developing embryos which responded with the great-

est increase in activity were 14 days old. Although the younger and

older nerves exhibited similar responses, the percent increase was



Table 4. Effect of Triap on 2', 3'-cyclic AMP 3'-phosphohydrolase activity in the developing chick sciatic nerve. In ovo injections were made 24,
48, and 72 hours prior to enzyme assay on the 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th, and 18th days of embryo incubation.

Age of Embryo (Days) at Time of 2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3'
phosphohydrolase activity

Injection Assay Enzyme Units/Nerve

control 10 5.2
9 10 5.4
8 10 5. 6

7 10 5.3

control 12 11.4
11 12 26.7
10 12 28.6

9 12 28.3

control 14 27.5
13 14 98. 1

12 14 95.4
11 14 96.0

control 16 117.8
15 16 199.5
14 16 198.2
13 16 202. 9

control 18 240.6
17 18 305.4
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not as dramatic. Because of this marked sensitivity of the 14 day

old embryos to Triap, all subsequent experiments were performed on

this age group.

Time, Concentration, and in vitro Triap Effects

Three questions which naturally follow the results reported

above are:

(1) Since the maximum effect of Triap occurred within 24 hours,

how do the nerves respond to a reduced injection-dissection

time interval?

(2) Is the effect of Triap on cAMPase activity concentration de-

pendent?

(3) Do nerves being cultured in vitro demonstrate the same capacity

to respond to Triap?

Answers to these questions were obtained by performing ap-

propriately related experiments.

Chick embryos were injected with 0.2 mg of Triap at 6, 12, and

18 hour prior to dissection (in addition to the 24, 48, and 72 hour

studies, above). Thus, the ages of the embryos at the time of in-

jection, in this study, were 13 1/4, 13 1/2, and 13 3/4 days old,

respectively. Figure 8 summarizes the results.

The greatest increase in activity was observed between the 1 8th

and 24th hours after injection. Although the effect of Triap begins to
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appear within the first six hours and slowly increases 25% above the

control by the eighteenth hour, the effect nearly triples cAMPase ac-

tivity/nerve during the last six hour interval.

The effect of various amounts of Triap injected was also studied.

Dilutions of a stock solution, containing 8 mg/ml were prepared and

injected into 14 day old embryos 24 hours prior to cAMPase deter-

minations. Figure 9 shows the results of this experiment. The

amount of Triap injected (expressed as mMoles present in O. 1 mls

of H2O) is plotted aginst cAMPase activity.

The most effective concentrations were those containing greater

than 2 x 10-3 mM of Triap. Additional increases in cAMPase activity

were not observed with higher concentrations of Triap. Because solu-

tions of the drug exceeding 6 x 10-3 mM /0. 1 ml could not be prepared

in aqueous solvents, it was not possible to obtain data for higher con-

centrations. Nevertheless, the leveling off of cAMPase stimulation

at a concentration of 2 x 10-3 mMoles suggested that even if more

concentrated solutions were used their effects on induction of enzyme

synthesis would not be linear as observed at lower concentrations.

In order to determine whether or not cultured 14 day old nerves

would respond to Triap the following experiment was performed.

Eight dozen sciatic nerves were dissected from 13, 14, and 15 day

old embryos. Each set of nerves was divided into two groups and

were cultured for 24 hours. One-half of each group was cultured in
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the normal medium described under Materials and Methods, and the

other half in this same medium plus 0.01 mg of Triap per nerve.

This study was repeated using a 10X concentrated solution of Triap

in the experimental group. Both attempts to induce cAMPase synthe-

sis in vitro gave essentially the same results which are presented

in Table 5.

Table 5. Effect of Triap on 2', 3'- cyclic AMP3'-phosphohydrolase activity in cultured chick sciatic

nerve. Nerves were dissected from 13, 14, and 15 day old embryos and were cultured

for 24 hours in the presence or absence of Triap.

Age of Embryo (Days) cAMPase Activity 24 hours

at time of Dissection later (EU/nerve)

Culture Medium
- Triap + Triap

13 21.6 26. 5

14 46.0 52, 5

15 96.3 100. 2

These results show that the younger the nerve, the greater its

capacity to respond to Triap in vitro. Although these nerves were

only a fraction as sensitive to Triap as the corresponding in ovo

nerves the increases in cAMPase activity appeared to be significant.

It was also of interest that the 13 day old nerves were the most re-

sponsive to Triap. This was identical to the observations made in

ovo. No changes in total protein were detected in any of the cultured

nerves, control or experimental.
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Triap: Specificity of Action in ovo

The preceding results reported the effect of Triap on the synthe-

sis of only two nerve components, total protein and cAMPase activity.

These two criteria are hardly sufficient evidence to conclude that this

compound stimulates intact myelin synthesis. Proof or disproof of

the latter requires that other myelin components be similarly affected

by Triap. Therefore, experiments were designed to study the effect

of the drug on myelin lipids and on miscellaneous enzymes and pro-

teins.

Myelin LipidsTheir Response to Triap

Total cholesterol, phospholipid phosphorus, and cerebrosides

were assayed in 14 day old nerves exposed to Triap for 24, 48, and

72 hours. It was rationalized that if 24 was not sufficient time to

produce changes in these lipids, perhaps a change would be detected

after 48 or 72 hours. Table 6 summarizes the data from this experi-

ment.

Of the three lipid components examined, the only one whose rate

of accumulation was stimulated by Triap was the cerebrosides. The

total cholesterol and phospholipid phosphorus levels were not altered

from the control levels, even if the drug was injected three days prior

to the assay.



Table 6. Myelin lipid content of Triap treated chick sciatic nerves with development. In ovo injections were made 24, 48, and 72 hours prior to
lipid analysis on the 12th, 14th, 16th, and 18th days of incubation.

Age of Embryo (Days) at time of Myelin Lipids
miNolesinerve

Injection Dissection Cholesterol Phospholipid-phosphorus Cerebroside

control 12 13.2 21 4.3

11 12 13.8 23 5.8

10 12

9 12 13.5 21 6.2

control 14 27.8 46 9.4

13 14 26.9 45 13.0

12 14 27.4 45 13.7

11 14 27.5 45 14.5

control 16 75.3 90 27. 2

15 16 75.3 88 37.5

14 16 74.1 91 38.0

13 16 75.1 88 38.3

control 18 143.5 185 68.5

17 18 142.9 187 74. 1

16 18 143.7 187 77.0
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The effect of Triap on the depositon of cerebrosides differed

significantly from the control rates. This was particularly true dur-

ing the first 24 hours after the injection. If the length of time between

injection and assay was lengthened to 48 or 72 hours only minor chang-

es in the levels of cerebrosides were observed. Comparing these val-

ues with those reported in Table 4, emphasizes the fact that Triap

does not have the same stimulatory effect on cerebrosides as it does

on cAMPase. The maximum increase in the accumulation of galac-

tose containing phospholipids at 14 days was 54%, whereas Triap

produced a 248% increase in cAMPase activity.

This differential effect of Triap on the myelin lipids becomes

more evident if we superimpose the Triap-cerebroside pattern, on

the control-cerebroside pattern (Figure 10).

This figure shows that the increase in cerebrosides/nerve due

to Triap ranges from 1.5 miiM at 12 days to 10.3 miiM at 16 days.

A shift of the control curve, approximately 0.6-0.8 days to the left,

gives rise to the Triap curve. (A similar shift in the case of cAMPase

required approximately 1.5 days.)

Before leaving Figure 10, it should be pointed out that 16 day

old nerves exhibit the greatest response to Triap with respect to the

absolute change in my.M of cerebrosides. In the case of cAMPase

(Figure 7a) all ages between 14 and 18 responded equally well.
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In ovo effect of Triap on cerebroside accumulation
in the developing chick sciatic nerve.

= control (no Triap injection)

0-0 = 0.2 mg Triap injected 24 hours prior to
dissection and lipid analysis
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Miscellaneous Enzymes- -Their Response to Triap

The study of the specificity of Triap's action was extended from

the myelin lipids to various enzymes not necessarily associated with

myelin or its formation. Levels of enzymatic activity were assayed

in nerves, brains, and spinal cords from 14 day old embryos. Con-

trol tissues received 0.1 ml of H2O and the experimental tissue was

treated with 0. 2 mg of Triap prior to dissection. Table 7 is a sum-

mary of all tissues and enzymes studied and their respective sensi-

tivities to Triap. It is apparent that of all the enzymatic proteins

examined only sciatic nerve cAMPase is significantly stimulated by

Triap.

Triap: The Effect on Incorporation and Distribution
of 14C-Leucine into Sciatic Nerve Proteins

The purpose of the following series of experiments was two-

fold. Up to this point the only observable effect of Triap on sciatic

nerves was enhancement of cAMPase and cerebroside accumulation.

Therefore, it seemed reasonable to 1) prove conclusively that this

drug was, indeed, stimulating de novo synthesis of the cAMPase pro-

tein, and 2) to determine if other nerve proteins, structural or

enzymatic (not previously assayed), were similarly affected.

Sciatic nerves were dissected from 14 day old embryos injected



Table 7. Effect of Triap on the activity of miscellaneous enzymes present in the 14 day old chick embryo nervous system. Injections of Triap were
made on the 13th day of incubation and dissection was performed on the 14th day. Assay procedures, Table 1, page 46.

Tissue Enzyme

Control

Activity (Enzyme Units)

Triap

Sciatic nerve (Enzyme units/nerve)

cAMPase 27.0 98.0

acetylcholinesterase * *

acid phosphatase 0.31 0.33

aldolase 0.69 0.76

alkaline phosphatase 0.303 0.297

diaphorase (DPN) 0.32 0.335

isocitric dehydrogenase 1.120 1.124

leucine amino peptidase 0.09 0.09

Brain (Enzyme units/brain)

cAMPase 21.6 22.0

isocitric dehydrogenase 125 127

Spinal cord (Enzyme units/cord)

cAMPase

isocitric dehydrogenase

18.6 18.9

15 15.5

*too low to be detected in a homogenate of 10 nerves/ml of 0.32 M sucrose.
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24 hours previously with Triap. This tissue was incubated in one

milliliter of the in vitro culture medium containing radioactive leucine.

Control nerves were divided into two groups: those incubated in mec

ium + label and those in medium + label + Triap (designated as C and

C+T respectively). After 90 minutes, the nerves were homogenized

(4 nerves/ml), sonicated, and centrifuged. The amount of 14C-leucine

incorporated into nerve protein in various subcellular feactions was

determined.

Subcellular Distribution of Carbon-14 Leucine

The diagram shown in Figure 11 describes the distribution of

14C labeled proteins found in the supernatants and pellets obtained

after 600 x g and 100,000 x g centrifugations. Aliquots of these

preparations were precipitated on filter paper disks with TCA and

were counted. All values reported (counts per minutes, cpm) are

corrected for background and where possible, are expressed as cpm

of TCA precipitable protein per nerve. The activity of cAMPase in

each fraction was also determined and the results are included in this

figure.

Figure 11 shows that Triap treated nerves incorporate
14C-

leucine into soluble proteins at a more rapid rate than the controls.

The distribution of increased incorporation is identical to that of

cAMPase activity (i.e., both are observed in the crude homogenates
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Figure 11. Subcellular fractionation scheme and distribution of 2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3' -phosphohydrolase and
14C -labeled proteins in 14 day old control and Triap treated sciatic nerves. Radioactivity
determinations were made from 0.1 ml aliquots of each fraction precipitated on filter paper
disks with trichloroacetic acid.

Symbols: C =control nerves labeled in culture medium (no Triap treatment

C+T = control nerves labeled in presence of Triap

T = nerves treated with Triap in ovo 24 hours prior to labeling
(no Triap in labeling medium).
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and in the 100,000 x g supernatants). The presence of Triap in the

labeling medium (C+T) had no appreciable effect on cAMPase activity

or on the rate of 14C-leucine incorporation into nerve protein. Since

neither enzymatic activity nor significant label was detected in either

pellet, no additional analysis of these fractions were performed.

The two supernatant fractions, however, were subjected to

more intense investigation. Experiments were performed in which

the early effects of Triap on 14CC ncorporation were studied and the

distribution of label in soluble proteins resolved by sucrose gradient

centrifugation and disc gel electrophoresis was examined.

Early Effects of Triap on 14 C-leucine Incorporation

A parallel study to the one reported in Figure 8 was conducted.

Sciatic nerves which had been exposed to Triap ovo) for 6, 12, 18,

and 24 hours were labeled with
14C-leucine for 90 minutes. Meas-

urements of radioactivity were made in TCA precipitable fractions

of the 600 x g supernatant and the counts were plotted as cpm /0. 1 ml

of 600 x g supernatant and as cpm/nerve (Figure 12).

Triap was found to have an effect on the incorporation of
14C-

leucine into protein similar to that observed for cAMPase activity

(cf. Figure 8). After a 12 hour lag, the rate of 14C incorporation

into the protein began to increase. From the 12th to the 24th hour

after injection, the amount of label found in the TCA precipitable
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proteins nearly doubled. Comparing this figure with Figure 8, it is

noted that Triap caused a more delayed effect on cAMPase. One

additional feature is that the percent increase of incorporation ob-

served at 24 hours is only 117%, whereas cAMPase increased to

248% above the control.

Effect of Triap on Nerve Proteins
Separated Electrophoretically

It is possible to separate and concentrate soluble proteins by

discontinuous polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. This procedure

has been employed to isolate the S-100 protein of nervous tissues

(Mc Ewen, 1967). When samples of 600 x g supernatants were applied

to 7.5% gels, electrophoresed, and the protein stained, the fastest

moving band was identified as this S-100 protein.

Originally, this technique was employed to determine the Triap

induced changes in the amount of S-100 protein. However, in the

process of gathering data regarding this protein, it was found that the

region of the gel which showed a response to Triap was not the one

containing the S-100 protein but one which later was shown to exhibit

cAMPase activity. Evidence for these observations are presented

below.

Two dozen control and Triap treated nerves were labeled for

90 minutes with 14C-leucine and a 600 x g supernatant was prepared
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from them. Duplicate disc gel electrophoresis of the proteins in

these preparations were performed. One pair of gels were stained

and the corresponding pair was cut into five segments (including the

stacking gel) and each of the latter were eluted with buffer. Aliquots

of the eluants were then assayed for radioactivity and for cAMPase

activity. The results are reported in Figure 13.

When 0.5 ml samples were electrophoresed under alkaline con-

ditions, 1 2 well resolved protein bands were observed. Control and

Triap treated nerve proteins yielded identical staining patterns.

Surveying the diagrammatic representation of a typical gel (Figure

13a) the relative mobilities of each band of proteins can be seen.

The only readily identifiable protein band in the gel is #1 2, the S-100

protein.

The radioactivity incorporated into proteins contained within

the five gel segments are also included in Figure 13a. Although the

greatest rate of 1 4 C-leucine incorporation was exhibited by region #3,

the only region to show an increase in counts due to the Triap treat-

m ent was region #2. Since this segment of the gel contained five

separate protein bands it was naturally assumed that one (or more)

of them was responding to Triap.

A repeat of the above experiment was performed in order to

precisely identify which band was responsible for the increased 1 4C

incorporation. In this experiment, the bromphenol blue tracking dye
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was permitted to run the full length of the gel. After staining one

set of gels, it became evident that the visible protein bands, #3-#7,

had migrated further (but were still contained) within region #2. Sub-

sequent analysis of (control versus Triap) 14C distribution within the

four running gel segments revealed that the region now exhibiting the

increased radioactivity was region #3. The results of this experi-

ment are shown in Figure 13b.

Comparing the distribution of counts in regions #2 and #3 in

Figures 13a and 13b shows that the extended similar running time of

the electrophoresis was long enough to permit the protein responsible

for the Triap induced increase in radioactivity to migrate into region

#3. The number of counts which shifted from region #2 (Figure 13a)

into region #3 (Figure 1 3b) was approximately 170 and 570 cpm in the

control and Triap gels, respectively. From these two overlapping

experiments it was concluded that the protein stimulated by Triap

migrated faster than protein band #7. One puzzling observation,

which remained unresolved, is that this Triap sensitive protein did

not stain with napthol blue black.

In an effort to relate this protein with cAMPase activity, enzy-

matic assays were performed on the eluants from all five regions of

the gel plus the sucrose dense sample layer. Repeated attempts to

detect cAMPase activity failed. Finally, it was discovered that mere

polymerization of nerve preparations in large and small pore gels
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would cause inactivation of cAMPase.

Concentrated preparations of this enzyme from beef brain were

made and electrophoresed in hopes of 1) being able to apply enou

of the cAMPase enzyme onto the gel so that it could be visualized by

staining, and 2) to elute active cAMPase from the gel. Preliminary

experiments showed that approximately 95% of the initial cAMPase

activity in a preparation was lost during polymerization within the gel

or during electrophoresis. Therefore, highly concentrated samples

of the beef brain acetone powder were applied to the 7. 5% gels in

sucrose and were electrophoresed. The results of this study are

presented in Figure 13c.

A new pattern of stained proteins is obtained from the beef

brain powder. Of the nine protein bands visualized, only five of them

had electrophoretic mobilities similar to those in sciatic nerve ho-

mogenates. The S-100 protein, also found in the brain preparation,

was the fastest moving protein.

In this experiment, the samples layered over the gels contained

approximately 600 E. U. of cAMPase per milliliter. The relative

enzymatic activities detected in each region of the gel are also tabu-

lated in Figure 13c. The region of greatest acitivity was region #2.

However, considerable amounts of cAMPase were found in the layer-

ing solution as well as in the stacking gel and region #1. This spread-

ing-out effect of cAMPase activity within the upper portion of whole
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gels could not be eliminated.

When this experiment was repeated using the beef brain prepa-

ration diluted with labeled sciatic nerve protein and the distribution

of label within these gels measured, the results showed that the Triap

affected protein was still within region #2 and was not spread out as

was the enzyme activity. These results are given in the last two

columns of Figure 13c.

Effect of Triap on Nerve Proteins Separated
by Sucrose Density Centrifugation

One final attempt to correlate enzymate activity with the region

which showed increased 14C-leucine uptake with Triap was made.

Digressing to an observation noted in the preparation of the 100, 000

x g supernatant fraction will serve to introduce the following experi-

ments.

Figure 11 shows the scheme for subcellular fractionation of

tissue homogenates. In addition to the fractions shown in this figure,

a very thin film was observed on the surface of the 100,000 x g super-

natant. Since the entire soluble protein fraction was collected and

assayed for cpm and cAMPase activities, separate analysis of this

film was not performed. The results obtained from the electro-

phoresis experiments, however, lead to the suggestion that this lay-

er might be composed of highly buoyant myelin fragments to which
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the cAMPase enzyme was attached. Therefore, crude preparations

of myelin (plus fragments) were obtained from the 600 x g superna-

tant fraction by three different sucrose gradient centrifugations;

discontinuous gradient, and two continuous gradients ranging from

0 to 10% and from 5 to 20% sucrose.

After centrifuging for 24 hours, each gradient was fractionated

and the individual fractions were analyzed for A280 absorbing mater-

ial, radioactivity, and cAMPase activity. The results of these as-

says are presented in Figure 14. In each case, the cAMPase activity

remained near the top of the gradient. The only preparations exhib-

iting penetration of this enzyme into the sucrose was the discontinu-

ous gradient (Figure 14a).

Comparing the patterns observed in Figures 14b and c shows

that the 0 to 10% gradient gave the greatest resolution of radioactiv-

ity and protein (A280). However, the 5 to 20% gradient (Figure 1 4c)

produced the highest specific activity of cAMPase (EU/A280): nearly

twice as large as in the 0 to 1 0% gradient. Therefore, the last frac-

tion of the 5 to 20% gradients were pooled from three simultaneous

runs. After brief sonication, the pooled crude myelin fractions were

electrophoresed as before. The results of this step of the experiment

are given in Figure 15.

The most striking feature of the pattern of stained protein bands

was the disappearance of several proteins which were present in the



Figure 14. Distribution of total protein, 14C-labeled protein, and
cAMPase activity in the 600 x g supernatant fraction of
14 day old chick embryo sciatic nerves resolved by
sucrose density gradient centrifugation.
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sciatic nerve crude myelin proteins resolved by disc gel electrophoresis.
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whole tissue preparations (compare with Figure 13a). No cAMPase

activity was detected in any regions of the gel shown in Figure 15.

Region #2 of this gel accounted for the greatest amount of radioac

tivity. In the control gels (Figure 13a) this was observed in Region

#3, suggesting that the proteins which were eliminated in the myelin

preparation were those which were most rapidly labeled with 14C-

leucine. The distribution of label in proteins obtained from the crude

myelin fractions, coupled with the observations of whole nervous tis-

sue and beef brain preparations, lead to the following conclusions:

1) cAMPase was migrating to the lower end of region #2 of the gels,

and 2) increases in 14C incorporation in this region in Triap treated

nerves was due to increased synthesis of a protein whose electro-

phoretic mobility was similar to that of cAMPase.

Triap: Mode of Action

Up to this point, the effect of Triap on myelinating sciatic

nerves has been examined purely from a descriptive aspect. Few

references have been made in these results with regard to its mode

of action (i. e., as a stimulator of RNA synthesis). Preliminary

studies were conducted to investigate the levels of cellular control

influenced by Triap. Transcriptional and translational processes

were studied from two approaches: 1) by comparing control RNA and

protein synthesis with that of treated nerves, and 2) by determining
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how actinomycin D and cycloheximide interfere with the action of

Triap.

Effect of Actinomycin D and Cycloheximide
on Triap Induced cAMPase Synthesis

In order to obtain information regarding the precise effects

these inhibitors have on Triap induced cAMPase synthesis, aliquots

of variously treated nerve homogenates were assayed for cAMPase

activity and were electrophoresed, elutedand counted. Figure 16

summarizes the results of these studies.

In each experiment where Triap was injected, 0.2 mg were

used. The concentration of inhibitors injected were either 1 lag or

10 p.g per 0.1 ml of solution. The columns in Figure 16, designated

by "A" or "Cy" indicate control experiments in which no drug was

injected into the embryo but rather actinomycin D or cycloheximide

was added to the labeling medium.

It was reported earlier that 24 hours after Trial: is injected

into 13 day old embryos, a 248% increase in cAMPase activity is

observed. If the injecting solution contained (in addition to Triap)

one microgram of actinomycin D (A), or cycloheximide (Cy), a

significant reduction in the Triap effect is seen. No gross physical

changes in the development of the embryo were noticed at this con-

centration. If, however, ten micrograms of these inhibitors are
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Figure 16. Effect of actinomycin D and cycloheximide on Triap induced
14C-leucine incorporation into 14 day old chick embryo sciatic nerve

proteins. All values reported are counts/minute per 0.1 ml of gel eluant.

Symbols: A; Cy = in ovo actinomycin D or cycloheximide injections made after 13 days of incubation; nerves dissected and labeled
24 hours later.

A+T; Cy+T = actinomycin D or cycloheximide injected simultaneously with 0.2 mg of Triap on the 13th day; nerves dissected
and labeled 24 hours later.

"N'; "Cy" = actinomycin D or cycloheximide added to the labeling medium; no Triap treatment
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injected in the presence ('or absence) of Triap, two drastic changes

occur. The Actinomycin D + Triap treated embryos no longer exhibit

the Triap effect and those embryos receiving ten micrograms of

cycloheximide (with or without Triap) died within the 24 hour expos-

ure period.

Examining the radioactivity measurements in Figure 16, it

can be seen that the effect of the inhibitors on the amount of CI
4-C-

leucine incorporated into region #2 reflects the changes observed in

cAMPase activity. More specifically, 1µg of actinomycin D (with-

out Triap) does not affect the counts in region #2 nor the cAMPase

activity in the homogenate whereas, 1µg of act-D + Triap only slightly

increases the cpm and enzyme activity (65 and 47%,respectively).

Ten micrograms of act-D injected with or without Triap, however,

shows a marked drop in isotope and enzyme activity. An interesting

observation was the slight increase in region #2 when actinomycin D

(1 and 10 .tg) were present in the labeling medium. No corresponding

increase in cAMPase activity was detected.

The effects of cycloheximide upon cAMPase activity in the

homogenate and upon radioactivity in region #2 were nearly the same.

Triap overrides the inhibitory effects of cycloheximide in ovo and an

increase in both activities is noted. One unexpected result was ob-

served, however, with respect to 14C leucine incorporation by nerves

when cycloheximide was present in the labeling medium. Aside from
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a slight increase in counts in region #2 no significant difference ex-

isted between the "Cy" and the control gels. The increase observed

in region #2 may have been due to an error in slicing this particular

gel, since a corresponding loss of radioactivity is seen for region #3

of this gel.

Effect of Triap on the Synthesis of
Rapidly Labeled Sciatic Nerve RNA

Control and Triap treated nerves were prepared for RNA ex-

traction according to the procedures previously described. Three

arbitrarily chosen time periods (30, 90, and 180 minutes) were used

for pulse labeling of the RNA. Following incubation of the tissues in

tritiated uridine, the RNAs were isolated and separated on 2. 4%

polyacrylamide gels. The five centimeter gels were scanned for

U. V. (A260) absorbing material, serially sectioned, and each slice

counted.

Very early studies on RNA labeled for 90 minutes indicated that

one species of RNA in Triap treated nerves was synthesized more

rapidly than in the control. Repeated attempts to reproduce this

observation failed, nevertheless, it stimulated further investigation

of the possible effects Triap might have on RNA synthesis in this

tissue.

Figure 17 is a composite of pulse labeled RNA patterns obtained



Figure 17. Effect of Triap on rapidly labeled RNA from 14 day old
chick embryos. Sciatic nerves were labeled with
uridine-5-3H for 30, 90, and 180 minutes, extracted
at 65°C, and resolved on polyacrylamide gels (2. 4%)
electrophoresis. Procedure page 53.
Control = no Triap treatment
Control + Triap = Triap added to labeling medium in ovo
24 hr Triap = Triap injections made on the 13th day of

incubation; nerves dissected and labeled
24 hours later.
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under different labeling times and drug treatments.

The control patterns for RNA labeled for 30, 90, and 1 80 min-

utes are given in Figures 1 7a, b, and c. As the labeling time period

was increased, the distribution of tritium became more closely as-

sociated with the optical density pattern. If, however, RNA was ob-

tained from nerves labeled in the presence of Triap (Figures 1 7d, e,

and f), the distribution of radioactivity changed. After 30 minutes,

the majority of RNA being synthesized was very small in size (8 to

12s) compared with the control (18 to 20s). During the next 60 and

150 minutes, the species of RNAs being labeled became increasingly

larger. The pattern after 180 minutes (Figure 1 7) closely resembles

the 30 minute control pattern except for the five-fold difference in

the number of counts.

The pattern of rapidly labeled RNA from nerves exposed to

Triap for 24 hours in ovo (Figure 17g, h, and i) differs from the

control and control + Triap patterns. In this case, the 30 minute

pattern is very similar to the control (Figure 17a). The only differ-

ence being that a greater percentage of the radioactivity is centered

around the 22-25s region with high specific activity located near the

top of the gel. Figure 17h differs from the other 90 minute labeling

patterns with respect to the three peaks which are resolved near the

4s, 25s and 28s regions. An additional 90 minute labeling time pro-

duces yet another labeling pattern with the greatest incorporation
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being in the 8-25s region.

The overall changes in distribution of label in the two Triap

treated RNAs are opposite. In the case of control + Triap, the drug

appears to produce a shift in RNA synthesis during the labeling per-

iod from the low molecular weight RNAs to larger RNA. When Triap

is injected in ovo, and has 24 hours to affect the system, the label

first appears in the higher molecular weight RNA and gradually

shifts to smaller sized RNA.

Effect of Actinomycin D on the Distribution
of Label in Triap Treated RNA

It was previously reported that injections of ten micrograms

of actinomycin D was effective in eliminating the Triap effect. There-

fore, Actinomycin D + Triap was introduced into the air space 24

hours prior to dissection and labeling for 180 minutes. The extract-

ed RNA was resolved on polyacrylamide gels which were scanned for

optical density and radioactivity.

The results of this experiment showed that the amount of triti-

ated uridine in each RNA preparation was less than ten percent of

that found in the control or Triap RNAs. When this RNA was elec-

trophoresed and the label distribution examined no appreciable counts

above background were found within the gels. Thus, during the 180

minute labeling period, little or no label was incorporated into RNA

sufficiently large to be retained by the 2. 4% gels.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

General Comments

The purpose of these investigations was to examine the events

which characterize the initiation of myelination in embryonic chick

sciatic nerves. As a corollary of this goal, it was proposed that

experimental interference with these events would give rise to a

greater understanding of the control processes involved. Not until

careful interpretation of the foregoing experimental data is performed

can one be convinced that any contribution was made toward an under-

standing of cellular differentiation.

In the following section a critical evaluation is made of the ex-

periments which were performed. The limitations of each experiment

are discussed and speculations are raised regarding their significance.

Additional experiments are suggested and wherever possible their

anticipated results included. Each topic within this section will be

introduced by a question to which at least a partial answer was found

in these studies. This approach should enable the reader to follow

the rationale behind each experiment and the interpretations derived

from them.
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What is Cellular Differentiation?

Before one can examine the mechanisms which are responsibie

for tissue differentiation several prerequisites must be met. The first

of these is a precise definition of what is meant by "differentiation."

In this thesis, this term refers to differential genetic expression.

A differentiating cellular system is considered to be evolving

toward its highest state of specialization. This level is attained by

first passing through a preliminary stage of transcriptional and trans-

lational events which give rise to the fundamental cell structure and

metabolic pathways common to all systems. Cells in this state are

considered to be in an undifferentiated state of development. Such

systems are observed in most multicellular organisms during initial

and rapid cell proliferation leading up to gastrulation.

The second stage, through which differentiating cells must pass,

is less well defined depending upon the final state considered to be

fully specialized. This second stage may range from the first ob-

servable distinction between the primordial cell line up to and includ-

ing cells which exhibit a high degree of specialization. During this

phase of differentiation, a second set of molecules are synthesized

which are either directly or indirectly responsible for generating the

final state of the adult. The macromolecules being synthesized during

this time may include (1) specific messenger RNAs required for
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subsequent synthesis of specialized protein, 2) secondary metabolic

enzymes which are needed for catabolism of certain substrates and

anabolism of specific cell components (eg. ribosomes, lipids, etc.),

and 3) nucleic acids or proteins required for intercellular communica-

tion. It is this second step, toward the evolution of a differentiated

cell, that this this thesis is most directly related. Thus, this inter-

lude in development is viewed here as the first occasion of differential

genetic expression.

Once a cell's machinery has reached this stage of development,

it has (in most cases) passed beyond a point of no return. That is,

it has been programmed to enter the third and final period of its

evolution and generally speaking cannot be reverted to a lesser de-

gree of specialization. This stage is normally identified by investi-

gators as the first appearance of some critical structure or function.

In this study myelinization of peripheral nerve axons is the

process of cell differentiation examined. Of the three stages of spe-

cialization considered above, only the latter two were investigated.

That is, we are interested only in those events which immediately pre-

cede that final phase of differentiation (myelination) and those events

which are characterized by the first appearance of a specialized

structure (myelin).

A second criteria to be met by any study of the control mechan-

isms responsible for differentiation is that the changes which
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accompany development must be well defined. This requires a knowl-

edge of the events which take place as a cell progresses through de-

velopment. Since this study employed two techniques other than

in vivo observations, the changes referred to above were also con-

sidered to be the controls against which experimentally induced

changes were compared.

In the case of the myelinating chick embryo sciatic nerve,

various parameters of nerve growth as well as nerve differentiation

were examined. Exogenous control was exerted over these events

and the resultant effects are discussed below.

What Changes Characterize in ovo
Sciatic Nerve Development?

Active myelination in the chick peripheral nervous system oc-

curs from the twelfth day of in ovo development through hatch. Thus,

the interval examined in this study of initiation and control of myelin

synthesis was from the tenth day through the twentieth day of incuba-

tion.

Physical Changes

During this time period, the sciatic nerve grew not only in

length but also in thickness. Accompanying these physical changes,

the tissue was found to exhibit changes in total wet weight, protein
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content, and percent protein per nerve. The reported observations

of progressively increasing structural cohesiveness in the embryonic

nerves suggested that these changes in protein content were in part

due to increased synthesis of structural and connective tissue pro-

teins. Although such proteins were not quantitatively analyzed, their

structural nature was substantiated by comparing the amount of col-

lagenous material present in 12, 15 and 18 day old nerves (observed

by electronmicroscopy).

The extracellular space surrounding myelinating axons is filled

with electron dense fibers of collagen which, in cross section, appear

as circular particles. In the twelve day old nerve (Plate 1) less than

50% of this space is comprised of these particles. At this age, little

organization of the collagen fibers is observed, although they appear

to be concentrated in the vicinity of the axon=Schwann cell complex.

Three days later (Plate 2), nearly all nerve fibers are surrounded

not only by the myelinating Schwann cells but also by more or less

organized rows of collagen. The remaining extracellular spaces

devoid of collagen, are regions where axons are separated by some

distance. In these 15 day old sciatic nerves, it appears that bundles

of myelinating axons are also being organized and that connective tis-

sues are enveloping these bundles. By the 18th day following the on-

set of incubation (Plates 3 and 4), nearly all of the extraneuronal

regions are filled with connective tissue. Those areas which appear
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electron opaque are most likely microscopic blood vessels supplying

the Schwann cells or they are unmyelinated afferent sensory dendrites.

Chemical Changes

In order to correlate the physical appearance of protein (col-

lagen) with other synthetic events occurring during development it

is necessary to digress for a moment and briefly discuss to basis

upon which these changes are expressed.

Perhaps the least informative and least used parameter upon

which developmental studies are based is per unit of tissue (i.e.,

per nerve, brain, or spinal cord). Inherent in this approach are

difficulties in comparing equal portions of tissue. In most studies,

this problem is avoided by employing wet weight, or protein, or DNA

content as the basis for compariosn. It was recognized early in this

study, however, that all of these parameters are changing in a non-

linear fashion throughout the interval being examined. Thus, changes

which were normalized against concomittantly changing standards

were equally difficult to interpret.

This problem was ultimately resolved by electing to represent

data on a per nerve basis and subsequently comparing control and

experimentally treated nerves at the same age. Specific activity

and wet weight expressions of data were occasionally used but only

for the purpose of discussing particular changes during nerve
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development.

Returning to the gross changes in nerve weight and protein con-

tent, one can conclude that synthesis of structural proteins (connec-

tive tissue) contributes to the logarithmic increase in protein per

nerve during growth and development (Figure la).

The biphasic nature of Figure lb, coupled with the information

already presented, suggests that prior to the 14th or 15th day, non-

protein substances are being accumulated in the sciatic nerve at a

much greater rate than are proteins. At the first sign of myelin,

however, this pattern begins to change and continues to change such

that between the 18th and 20th days proteins are beginning to account

for a greater percent of the total nerve wet weight.

It is suggested here that during the transition period when the

percent protein/nerve is decreasing rapidly, soluble proteins which

are enzymatic in function are being actively synthesized. Exceeding

their rate of synthesis, however, is the accumulation of water and

non-protein substances (precursors for myelin, and energy rich

metabolites). By the 14th day, the low concentration of protein per

nerve is offset by the need for building materials for myelin and for

water for their rapid mobilization. Once the stage has been set for

myelination to proceed as well as for synthesis of the structural pro-

teins, the increase in percent protein /nerve rapidly overtakes the

rate of accumulation of non-protein compounds. These results were
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expected in this study, since it has long been recognized that dehydra-

tion in nervous tissue characterizes the developmental events.

The exponential increase in total protein/nerve, as seen in

Figure la, may be a reflection of the early synthesis of soluble

(enzymatic) proteins and of the synthesis of collagen (structural)

proteins, in that sequence.

Previous studies in this laboratory (Munn, 1969) showed that

DNA synthesis Gig DNA /mg wet weight) decreases from the 15th day

throughout the remainder of in ovo development. This has been inter-

preted to be indicative of the end of Schwann cell proliferation.

Clearly then, the logarithmic increase in protein per nerve is not

due to a mere multiplication of these cells but is a true indication

that cell differentiation is taking place.

To further dramatize the differential protein synthesis during

nerve development, isocitric dehydrogenase, a general metabolic

enzyme was assayed. Figures 2a, b, and c are plots of IDH activity

per nerve, per mg tissue, and per mg protein, respectively. Com-

paring these three curves with those discussed above bears witness

to the fact that the logarithmic protein synthesis is not due to an in-

creased synthesis of all nerve proteins. Figure 2a further suggests

that the requirement for IDH in metabolic events prior to 14 days is

much reduced after this time. Thus, the leveling off of IDH/mg wet

weight and per mg protein (Figures 2b and 2c) also indicates that
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although this enzyme is being rapidly accumulated it is also being

diluted out by other protein and non-protein substances which are

appearing at an even faster rate.

One final piece of evidence regarding the ability of sciatic

nerves to synthesize proteins at differential rates is exemplified by

the in ovo patterns of 2', 3' -cyclic AMP 3' -phosphohydrolase

(cAMPase; Figure 15). This enzyme is highly associated with my-

elin, thus, its rapid synthesis from the 14th day of incubation on is

expected. Comparing the rate at which this protein is synthesized

with the rate of IDH synthesis, demonstrates once again the ability of

the nerve to synthesize certain proteins preferentially. The fact that

cAMPase is associated with a proteinaceous structure (myelin) also

supports the hypothesis that proteins synthesized during the myelina-

tion period are primarily of a structural nature.

Close examination of Figure 5 shows a dropping off of enzymat-

ic activity per milligram protein in the latter stages (18-20 days) of

development. Thus, it appears that during the ten day interval inves-

tigated one observes a nearly complete cycle in cAMPase synthesis;

first little or no activity, followed by a rapid increase, and finally

by a gradual decline.

From these initial experiments, it was possible to obtain infor-

mation regarding normal, uninterrupted, in ovo nerve development.

These established patterns of changes can now be used
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for comparison in subsequent experiments. The first of these were

attempts to ascertain if similar changes are observed during in vitro

nerve differentiation. The goal being to determine the source( s) of

control of the above in ovo differential synthesis of proteins during

myelination.

Can Chick Sciatic Nerves Differentiate in vitro?

Prior to a discussion of the significance of in vitro experiments,

it is necessary to consider what is known about nerve culturing. The

choice of medium employed is of critical importance and was based

on reports by Merchant et al. (1960), that extracts from six to nine

day old chick embryos significantly promote tissue growth in culture

while those from twelve to fourteen day old embryos influence differ-

entiation and growth. Bearing this in mind, experiments were pro-

posed in which the substances present in the older extracts which

promoted differentiation could be identified. It was also proposed

that in ovo injections of these substances might influence the rate at

which myelination proceeded.

Peterson and Murray (1955) found that if avian ganglia are cul-

tured for long periods of time, they undergo a series of sequential

changes which take the same length of time regardless of the compo-

sition of the culture medium, the age of the embryo, or the amount

of myelin previously formed. This series of changes required from
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three to four weeks in vitro incubation. During this time all pre-

formed myelin is digested by Schwann cells which are converted into

macrophages. Once digestion was complete these phagocytic cells

regained their axon support and myelinogenic functions and in vitro

myelin synthesis proceeds. Conducting long range in vitro experi-

ments such as these with embryonic sciatic nerves would require

prohibitive numbers of nerves, therefore, the immediate goal of

the in vitro investigations was redirected toward an examination of

only the initial changes which occur during culturing.

Chick embryo sciatic nerves were dissected from embryos at

varying stages of development and were cultured for up to seven days.

During this interval, changes in total, IDH, and cAMPase proteins

were measured in order to determine if in ovo control patterns were

maintained in vitro and, if so, for how long. The results of these

three assays are presented in Figures 3a and 3b and Figure 6, re-

spectively. Each nerve component measured exhibited a different

pattern of changes in vitro, none of which paralleled the in ovo pat-

tern of changes.

Considering Figure 3a first, chick sciatic nerves do not con-

tinue to synthesize and accumulate total proteins after dissection.

This is not unexpected since the primary source of nutrients (i.e.,

the circulatory system) was left behind at the time of dissection.

In view of the facts presented above regarding the conversion of
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Schwann cells to phagocytes, lack of rapid protein synthesis was also

anticipated since this tissue is apparently undergoing a complete revi-

sion of its metabolic functions.

Sciatic nerves of all ages exhibited the same tapering-off in

their protein content throughout the incubation period. If hydrolytic

enzymes (responsible for this constant decrease) are being synthesized

in vitro, they do not represent a large fraction of the total protein

present. A second, and more likely explanation for the in vitro loss

of protein would involve the release of degradative enzymes from

lysozomes present in the Schwann cells thus eliminating the need for

synthesis of large quantities of proteolytic proteins.

Although proteolytic enzymes were not examined in cultured

nerves, isocitric dehydrogenase and 2', 3', -cyclic AMP 3'- phospho-

hydrolase were. IDH activity is known to significantly increase in

chicken sciatic nerves which are undergoing degeneration. Assuming

the same change in activity occurs in embryonic nerves in vitro, IDH

may be used as a measure of the rate of nerve degeneration.

Figure 3b is a plot of the observed results. At no time did the

IDH activity exceed the in ovo level. In fact, an overall pattern is

observed in which the IDH activity decreased as culturing progressed.

At first glance, whatever is responsible for the gradual loss of the

IDH enzyme it appears to be no respector of age: noting that the

decline in E. U. /nerve is relatively constant for each age examined.
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If the amount of activity lost after each 24 hour interval is compared

for each age, it is seen that a greater percent of IDH activity is lost

in the younger nerves. This apparent susceptibility of the younger

sciatic nerves to culturing might be explained by leakage of enzyme

from the cut ends of the short axons or may be due to inactivation

of the enzyme at 3 7° C for long periods of time.

When the levels of cAMPase activity were determined in cul-

tured nerves, a different pattern was observed from those previously

described. Figure 6 reveals that this enzyme continues to be synthe-

sized in vitro for up to 48 hours after dissection in the ten day old

embryos. After an initial burst of cAMPase accumulation, the levels

of activity commence to follow those of IDH and total protein.

In vitro synthesis of cAMPase was observed provided the nerves

were not taken from embryos incubated beyond the 16th or 1 7th day.

Subsequent to this stage of development the activity of this enzyme

begins to decrease indicating that cAMPase synthesis has ceased

and that either proteolytic degradation or enzyme inactivation is oc-

curring.

With respect to the question, "Can these sciatic nerves differ-

entiate in vitro?", careful evaluation of the above results must be

performed. The process of differentiation was initially defined to

include the complete history of differential genetic expression (i.e.,

transcription as well as translation). In light of this definition, no
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positive conclusions can be drawn even though the young nerves were

able to make cAMPase preferentially and even though it is made prior

to the time when it naturally appears in ovo.

If we consider the appropriateness of cAMPase as an indicator

of myelin formation and take into account its possible role as an

enzyme contributing to nerve degeneration as suggested by Kurihara

and Tsukada (1967), it is possible to explain away the increase in

activity during these culturing experiments. Instead of viewing this

increase as an indication of progressive differentiation, one might

consider it to be one of the first steps toward in vitro degeneration

of this tissue as was reported from the experiments of Peterson and

Murray (1955).

Thus, it is suggested that additional evidence be gathered re-

grading the transcription (as well as translation) processes which

are taking place in vitro .

What is the Source of Nuclear Information
for cAMPase Synthesis ?

Provided that one assumes that the RNA messages for cAMPase

synthesis are labile and have a relatively short biological half-life

it must be concluded that the only source of these messages is the

Schwann cell nuclear DNA. (Recall that dissection of the sciatic

nerve trunk was performed at a point distal to the nerves' nuclei. )
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If these accessory cells are taken to be the source of nuclear control

over cAMPase synthesis, several additional questions are raised:

why is this control enhanced in vitro? Does the increase in cAMPase

activity reflect increased transcription or only translation? And most

important, can this induced cAMPase synthesis be unequivocably at-

tributed to the Schwann cell nucleus?

The first question remains a mystery. In pursuit of answers

for the second and third questions, several observations were made

of even greater interest.

Taking advantage of the fact that a compound had been discov-

ered which appeared to stimulate both RNA and protein synthesis in

CNS glial cells, attempts were made to control the nuclear events of

the Schwann cells. If this compound did in fact increase transcription

(and thereby increase translation), it was proposed that it might be

used to probe the role of these cells in cAMPase synthesis and myelin

deposition.

Table 5 compares the results of three experiments designed

to chemically manipulate Schwann cell transcription in vitro. The

activity of cAMPase per nerve was determined in 13, 14, and 15 day

old sciatic nerves immediately following their dissection. Two iden-

tical groups of nerves from each age were cultured for 24 hours.

One group was cultured as before, in the 13 day old embryo extracts

and the second was maintained in this same medium to which had been
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added 0.1 mg of 1,1,3-tricyano-2-amino-1-propene. As Table 5

shows, those nerves cultured for 24 hours in the presence of Triap

exhibited a slight increase in synthesis of cAMPase. Studying

the effects of age on this increase revealed that, the younger the

nerves, the more responsive they were to Triap. This supports the

observation that, the younger the nerves, the greater their ability to

differentiate in vitro.

Assuming that Triap acts at the nuclear level in the Schwann

cells, it appears true that transcription has been stimulated and

that since the only nuclei are of Schwann cell origin, these cells

must be responsible for control over cAMPase synthesis. Certain

reservations must be made in drawing these conclusions, however,

since up to this point it had not been shown that 1) Triap doesn't

affect the cAMPase assay, 2) that changes in RNA synthesis result

due to the presence of Triap, and 3) that an actual net synthesis of

cAMPase was responsible for the measured rise in enzymatic ac-

tivity.

ti on.

Each of these facts are discussed in the remainder of this sec-

What Effect Does Triap Have on Nerve Differentiation?

Once it was established that Triap was not interfering with the

assay for cAMPase, the next step was to reproduce the stimulatory
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effects of this compound in ovo and to determine at what age the

embryos were the most responsive to Triap.

Two experiments were conducted on the effect of Triap on in ovo

cAMPase synthesis. The results are summarized in Figures 7a and

7b and in Table 4. From these observations it can be concluded that

Triap does stimulate the appearance of cAMPase in sciatic nerves

when injected in ovo and that this effect is maximized within 24 hours

following the inoculation. Figure 7a suggests that Triap makes the

nerves appear to be differentiating prematurely by approximately 30

hours. Assuming this to be the case, it was proposed that if this

drug was injected 48 or 72 hours prior to dissection the premature

appearance of this enzyme would also be advanced by two or three

days. Table 4, however, refutes this idea. It is seen that embryos

injected as young as seven, eight, or nine days and dissected at

ten or twelve days were not stimulated to produce cAMPase above

the 24 hour level.

Several interpretations can be made regarding these observa-

tions. If Triap is stimulating transcription of the message for

cAMPase but not earlier than in ten day old embryos, it is theorized

that the drug will not induce the transcription process but will only

enhance it once it has begun. A second explanation of the lack of

sensitivity of very young embryos to Triap would be that some step

beyond transcription (such as availability of amino
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acid-charged-t-RNAs) is limiting the synthesis of cAMPase. As

was previously mentioned, cAMPase is intimately associated with

myelin. Therefore, consistent with the above explanation is the

possibility that active cAMPase requires contact with intact myelin.

The latter alternative led to experiments in which the effects of Triap

on myelin lipids were examined.

Thus far, discussion of the in-vitro and in ovo effects of Triap

has been limited to cAMPase activity. Isocitric dehydrogenase and

total proteins were also analyzed in these experiments and neither

of these exhibited any observable increase in activity or concentration

due to Triap. Although the total proteins were not expected to show

a marked sensitivity to Triap, IDH was. The absence of effect of

Triap on the latter suggested that the drug was more specific than

previously assumed.

It is at this point in the discussion that the specificity of Triap

must be carefully examined. It has been shown that this compound

will preferentially stimulate the appearance of cAMPase protein, but

what about other myelin and non-myelin components found in the

embryonic sciatic nerve.

In order to determine the in ovo specificity of Triap, choles-

terol, phospholipid phosphorus, and cerebrosides, and miscellaneous

enzymes were studied in 14 day old Triap treated nerves. Tables 6

and 7 represent the results of these analyses. Early observations
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on the effect of a 24 hour exposure to Triap on the myelin lipids

showed little or no change in the rate of accumulation of cholesterol

or phospholipid phosphorus. This led to the conclusion that the nerves

may not have been given sufficient time to show an increase in these

components.

The cerebroside determinations, however, did show an appre-

ciable increase in accumulation due to Triap. The additional 24 or

48 hours of treatment appeared to enhance this increase slightly

especially in the 14 day old nerves. The stimulatory effect of Triap

on cerebrosides wasn't nearly as dramatic as for cAMPase (compare

Figures 7 and 10).

It is obvious that the cholesterol:phospholipid:cerebroside ratio

will change as a result of the sole increase in cerebroside content.

Such changes in this ratio, however, are meaningless as an indicator

of marked myelin synthesis. Nevertheless, Nussbaum, Neskovic,

and Mandel (1969) and Cuzner and Davison (1968) report that one of

the first indications of myelin deposition is an increase in cerebros-

ide accumulation with respect to cholesterol or phospholipid phos-

phorus.

Of the various proteins studied in nerves from the Triap treated

embryos, none were affected by Triap suggesting that this compound

is not general in its effect.

Some mention should be made with regard to why these
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particular enzymes were examined. The role of acetylcholinesterase

in transmission of nerve impulses across synapses has long been

recognized. The appearance of this enzyme at the post-synaptic

membranes, however, has been attributed to transport from distant

regions in the neuron and to local synthesis (Skangiel-Kramska,

Niemierko, and Lubinska, 1969). Although there are no synapses

present in the sciatic nerve, it was suggested that if this enzyme

was synthesized in the axon-hillock (or Nissl substance, situated

near the nerve nucleus) and was transported down the axon and if

Triap did influence the nerve nucleus, then this enzyme might in-

crease with drug treatment. No such increase was observed.

Acid and alkaline phosphatase were examined for a reason

which requires a review of the effects of Triap on ATPase. Grenell

(1 9 6 1 ) showed that 1,1, 3 - tr i cyan o - 2-amino-1 -propene stimulates

ATPase activity in both rat and rabbit liver mitochondria. He also

found that this compound uncouples oxidative phosphorylation in a

manner similar to that of dinitrophenol. Contrary to Grenell's ob-

servations, no changes in phosphatase activity was detected in the

sciatic nerves exposed to Triap for 24 hours.

An easily assayed enzyme required for anaerobic oxidation of

glucose is aldolase. High glucose consumption is one of the charac-

teristic metabolic features of nervous tissue. This enzyme (as well

as isocitric dehydrogenase) was selected for examination in order
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to determine what effects, if any, Triap had on general metabolic

enzymes which were essential for the substrate and energy require-

ments of myelination. As can be seen from Table 7, this is the only

enzyme (other than cAMPase) which showed an appreciable response

to Triap. No conclusions were drawn with respect to the observed

change in its activity since it was relatively negligible compared

to the increases observed in cAMPase and in the cerebrosides.

Yonezawa, Bornstein, Peterson, and Murrary (1962) reported

that diaphorase in nerve cells of cultured rat spinal ganglia is ex-

tremely low when myelin is absent. As myelin begins to sheath ax-

ons approximately 30 days later, this enzyme shows a marked in-

crease in activity. These authors examined both DPN and TPN dia-

phorase and found that the former increases during myelination.

Yonezawa et al. concluded from their studies that both enzymes were

involved in myelinization of central and peripheral nervous tissues.

Using this information, the effect of Triap on DPN dependent diaphor-

ase was examined and a slight but insignificant response was ob-

served.

Finally, leucine amino peptidase is nearly twice as abundant

in white matter as in grey and is concentrated in myelinated frac-

tions obtained from the CNS and PNS (Adams and Glenner, 1962).

It is altogether absent, however, in unmyelinated fractions sensory

peripheral nerves (Adams, Davison, and Gregson, 1963). Its
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concentration in the membranous myelin sheath is consistent with

the views of Coleman and Finean (1966) and Emmelot, Visser, and

Benedetti (1968) that leucine amino peptidase is a component of all

cell surface membranes. Therefore, determinations of this enzyme

in Triap treated nerves were made and no changes over the controls

were recorded.

One question asked at the beginning of this discussion on the

specificity of Triap was, "Does Triap actually stimulate de novo

cAMPase synthesis ?" It would appear that such a query is trivial.

A great number of experiments, however, were devoted to finding

the answer to this question. Absolute proof or disproof of the effect

of Triap on de novo synthesis of cAMPase would be relatively simple

if it were possible to isolate and purify this enzyme. Once purified,

the rate of incorporation of a labeled amino acid precursor into this

protein under control and Triap conditions could be compared. If

Triap was found to be capable of enhancing the rate of incorporation

above the control the problem would be resolved.

Since 2f, 3r-cyclic AMP 3r-phosphoh.ydrolase has resisted all

efforts to purify it, a more devious route was employed to demon-

strate its de novo synthesis under the influence of Triap. Within

this route, another nerve specific protein (the S-100 protein) was

also added to the list of nerve components which were unaffected

by the drug.
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Carbon-14 leucine was allowed to be incorporated into sciatic

nerve proteins for 90 minutes following dissection according to the

procedure previously described. After labeling, these proteins were

fractionated on 7.5% polyacrylamine gels by discontinuous electro-

phoresis. Stained protein bands resolved in this manner are dia-

grammed in Figure 13. Qualitative visual examination of control

versus Triap nerve protein bands resulted in the observation and

that no difference existed between the two sets of nerves. Thus, it

was concluded that Triap did not stimulate the synthesis of any new

proteins which could be visualized by staining. The fastest moving

protein band (S-100 protein) was of particular interest inasmuch as

it has been shown to be peculiar to nervous tissues (Mc Ewen and

Hyden, 1966) but not necessarily to myelin. Qualitative observations

were not sufficiently sensitive to detect even large increase in synthe-

sis within the region of the gel containing S-100 protein.

Therefore , each gel was subdivided into five regions and the

extent of 1 4C incorporation into each was determined. In summary,

only one region of the Triap treated gels exhibited an increase in

radioactivity (i.e., region #2). With exception of the S-100 protein

(found in region #4) none of the proteins within the entire gel were

identifiable. Therefore, there was no way of correlating the ob-

served increase in label with any known protein. Since the only pro-

tein thus far to exhibit a significant increase in radioactivity under
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the influence of Triap was cAMPase and since the percent increase

in activity in region #2 from the Triap treated nerves was approxi-

mately the same as the increase in enzyme activity, immediate at-

tempts were made to associate cAMPase activity with region #2.

The most obvious technique to be used was that of assaying

the buffered eluants from the gel fragments for cAMPase activity.

Every effort yielded negative results. Adjustments in pH were made,

the length of the enzyme assay time was extended, and direct incuba-

tion of the 2', 3' -cyclic AMP substrate with un-eluted gels failed to

give any indication that cAMPase activity was present in this region

of the gel.

The resulting dilemma was at least partially resolved by sub-

jecting a heterogenous acetone powder preparation from bovine brain

containing cAMPase activity to disc gel electrophoresis. The out-

come was less than ideal. As was reported in the Results (Figure

13c), cAMPase activity was found in region #2 of the gels but also

detected to an appreciable extent in region #1 and in the stacking gel

and in the sample layer. When approximately 600 E. U. of cAMPase

were applied to the gel, less than two percent was recovered in the

most active region of the gel.

Investigations by Olafson, Drummond, and Lee (1969) revealed

that 2', 31-cyclic AMP-3' -phosphohydrolase appeared only in the

myelin containing layers of a sucrose gradient after centrifugation
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of bovine brain white matter. Thus, one final attempt was made to

relate enzyme activity with region #2 of the gel or to correlate an

increase in radioactivity with the cAMPase active myelin fractions

of the sucrose gradients. The results are presented in Figures 14

and 15. When considered in light of what was previously reported,

these experiments are interpreted to indicate that Triap is responsi-

ble for the de novo synthesis of cAMPase protein.

Thus, it appears that Triap is capable of preferentially stimu-

lating the synthesis of one protein during development. If this ability

is interpreted to indicate that differentiation (i.e., differential genetic

expression) can be exogenously controlled, then an entirely new set

of questions must be posed. As was mentioned earlier, differentia-

tion in ovo involves much more than mere protein synthesis. It also

requires the sequential expression of genetic information. There-

fore, the question "What effect does Triap have on nerve differentia-

tion?" has now become . .

By What Mechanism(s) Does Triap
Influence Nerve Differentiation?

Although the effect of Triap on protein synthesis has been dis-

cussed, no mention has been made with regard to how Triap stimu-

lates this process. Earlier in this discussion, evidence was pre-

sented which led to the conclusion that the Schwann cell is the source
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of nuclear control over myelination (or at least over cAMPase synthe-

sis). If these cells are responsible for the synthesis of the cAMPase-

specific messenger-RNA, it is of interest to determine if Triap influ-

ences the rate of transcription or translation (or both). That is, one

would like to know if it is due to 1) indiscriminate synthesis of all

DNA-dependent RNAs, 2) increased synthesis of only one or a few

m-RNAs, or due to 3) increased rates of m-RNA translational events

without an increase in the messenger or ribosomal RNAs.

The first and last of these alternatives may be ruled out by the

fact that Triap did not stimulate the synthesis of all proteins being

made by the Schwann cells. Thus, it would appear that Triap influ-

ences the synthesis of only one species of RNA. As unreasonable as

this seemed when the results were reviewed it seemed reasonable to

investigate this possibility.

The effect of Triap on the type of RNAs synthesized and the rate

at which they were synthesized was examined. Pulse labeling of the

sciatic nerve RNA for 30, 90, and 180 minutes with tritiated uridine

was performed. The results (shown in Figure 17) revealed that the

distribution of radioactivity most representative of a pulse labeled

RNA was observed after 30 minutes. That is, by the first one-half

hour the type of RNA most rapidly labeled was a high molecular weight

species and was presumably composed of a population of DNA-like

messenger RNAs. As the labeling interval was increased to
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one-and-one-half or three hours (Figures 1 7b and c), the radioactiv-

ity began to appear in the more stable RNAs (i.e., ribosomal and

transfer RNA). These three labeled-RNA patterns were employed

as the control distribution of 3H-uridine incorporation into rapidly

labeled RNA against which the effects of Triap were compared.

Disregarding the results obtained when Triap was present in

the labeling medium for the moment and turning our attention to

the 24 hour Triap treated nerves (Figures 1 7g-i), it is seen that

Triap does have a marked influence on the distribution of label,

after 30, 90, and 180 minutes. Comparing Figure 1 7a and 1 7g sug-

gests that Triap has stimulated the incorporation of 3H-uridine into

one type of RNA possessing an electrophoretic mobility midway be-

tween the 18 and 28s ribosomal RNAs. Figure 1 7a shows that a

relatively large proportion of radioactivity in the rapidly labeled

RNA is larger than 28s in size. This is not observed in the Triap

treated nerves. If one assumes that this region is composed of

labeled polycistonic messenger RNAs, the absence of such in the

Triap RNA pattern suggests that these polycistronic messages are

not synthesized at all or that they were synthesized early in the 30

minute labeling period and were rapidly broken down into individual

messenger fragments.

Progressing through the labeling times to Figures 1 7h and i

there is little that can be gleaned from the results. No clear cut
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pattern is observed. If Figure 1 7 i is compared with Figures 1 7a

and c it is seen that Triap appears to be sustaining the synthesis of

a population of pulse labeled m-RNAs. However, the pattern of lapel

observed after 90 minutes (Figure 17h) would seem to discredit such

a conclusion.

Returning to the effect of Triap in the labeling medium provides

an excellent opportunity to observe the immediate effects of Triap

on the transcription process taking place in the Schwann cell nucleus.

Figure 17d-f suggest that after 30 minutes exposure to Triap in vitro,

the RNAs being synthesized most rapidly are of relatively small size

(i.e., relative to the control; Figure 1 7a). One hour later, the spe-

cies being transcribed are of moderate size and after three hours are

quite large. This gradually increasing trend toward the synthesis of

higher molecular weight RNAs suggests that Triap is capable of con-

trolling the type and the size of RNAs being made by the Schwann cell

nucleus. This stimulatory effect of Triap on RNA synthesis appears

to be non-specific inasmuch as no particular species of RNA was pref-

erentially formed.

The results of additional studies involving the effect of actino-

mycin D on the incorporation of label in RNA when injected into the

embryos simultaneously with Triap or added to the labeling medium

gave no indication that Triap could override the inhibitory action of

actinomycin D. The concentration of inhibitor used in this study
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may have been too high (ten micrograms per embryo or per ml of

labeling solution) and these experiments should be repeated with lower

dosages of this inhibitor. The concentrations employed here were

selected since little or no inhibition of the in ovo Triap effect on

cAMPase activity was observed if smaller quantities of actinomycin

D were injected.

Although Triap has been shown to increase cAMPase activity

in the sciatic nerve and to alter the pattern of rapidly labeled RNA

from the Schwann cell in ovo and in vitro, no mention has been made

with regard to whether or not Triap ever reaches the sciatic nerves

or Schwann cells when injected onto the air space membrane. This

question was partially answered by investigations into the early

effects of Triap after in ovo injection.

Previous studies, conducted in this laboratory (Munn, 1969),

have shown that 32P and
1 4 C-galactose are incorporated into the

chick embryo sciatic nerve in a rapid and linear fashion within six

hours after in ovo injection. Thus the highly vascularized air space

membrane provided an excellent point of entry for a compound such

as Triap. Observations from this study regarding the length of time

the first Triap effects were detected (i.e., within 12 to 1 8 hours)

leads one to the conclusion that Triap is at least entering the embryo.

It is proposed that 24 hours is more than ample time for the drug

to reach the sciatic nerve and its Schwann cells. Whether or not it
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actually does requires additional experimentation. Autoradiographic

techniques or direct determinations using labeled Triap would be in-

valuable in answering the above question. Added information regard-

ing the mechanism of action of Triap would also be obtained from such

studies especially if labeled Triap were to be found concentrated with-

in the Schwann cell or its nucleus.

One possible mechanism by which Triap could affect the devel-

oping nervous system is via the endocrine system. Ingbar (1961)

and Schmidt and Allen (1967) have shown that Triap (in addition to

its RNA stimulating activity) has the propensity to inhibit the iodine-

trapping mechanism of the thyroid gland. In young rats, high doses

of Triap may even lead to cretinism. If Triap has the ability to influ-

ence at least one hormonal system, the possibility exists that the

effects observed during this investigation were secondary or even

further removed from direct involvement of Triap with the peripheral

nervous tissue.

Recent investigations from several independent laboratories

(Hamburgh, 1966; Balazs, Kovacs, Teichgraber, Cocks, and Eayrs,

1968; wand Walravens and Chase, 1969) have implicated a thyroid

hormone deficiency with impaired development of the central nervous

system of rats. Thyroidectomy repeatedly leads to a marked reduc-

tion in CNS myelin (observed histochemically) and in myelin lipids

(including cholesterol and cerebrosides). No studies are available
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in which the lack of thyroid activity has been examined on peripheral

(or central) nerve cAMPase activity. It is suggested that these and

other studies be conducted in order to determine the precise mode

of action of Triap on the induced synthesis of cAMPase in the chick

sciatic nerve.

One final hypothesis, which has not been mentioned previously,

involves the appropriateness of cAMPase as an indicator of myelin

formation. Kurihara and Tsukada (1967) suggested that this enzyme

might be involved in the degeneration of myelin rather than synthesis.

In addition, Ingbar (1961) has reported that injections of Triap into

patients suffering from multiple sclerosis (a demyelinating disease)

leads to an aggravation of the condition rather than alleviating the

symptoms. (When Triap treatment was discontinued the patients

returned to their "normal" state. ) Combining these two observations

it may be possible that Triap is not enhancing differentiation of the

PNS directly but may be operating via a secondary mechanism which

leads to a decay of myelin which in turn involves increased synthesis

of the cAMPase enzyme.

What is the Significance of Triap's Ability
to Induce Synthesis of cAMPase?

A brief review of the salient features of this thesis will serve

as an introduction to this section.
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Fourteen day old chick embryo sciatic nerves were found to

be most responsive in ovo and in vitro to the presence of 1,1, 3-tri-

cyano-2-amino-1 -propene. This tissue exhibited a change in the late

of synthesis of one enzyme (cAMPase) and of one myelin lipid compo-

nent (cerebroside) when 0.2 mg of this drug were injected in ovo 24

hours prior to nerve dissection and analysis. Except for a slight

increase in the activity of aldolase, no other protein or myelin com-

ponent showed a similar increase. The apparent specificity of Triap

to nervous tissue was examined mechanistically and it was concluded

that this drug affects Schwann cell RNA transcription either directly

or indirectly.

In view of these results, countless questions may be asked re-

garding their significance. It was originally hypothesized that ex-

ogenous control over nuclear transcriptional events would lead to a

better understanding of how these events are endogenously controlled.

If Triap does interfere with Schwann cell RNA transcription and trans-

lation, how can the specificity of Triap's action on only a few nerve

components be reconciled?

If it is assumed that Triap affects the rate of synthesis of all

messenger RNAs being formed in these cells, the specificity of its

effect may be due to the possibility that only the cAMPase messenger-

RNA is being synthesized when Triap (or its effector) reaches the

sciatic nerve. Thus, if it were possible to know the precise time at
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which any Schwann cell messenger-RNA was being synthesized,

Triap might be injected at that time and an enhancing effect would

be observed. As unlikely as this hypothesis may seem on the surface

it certainly would be worth examining it in greater detail. Should the

peripheral nerve's Schwann cell be found responsible for all mes-

sages synthesized during myelination, it might be possible to probe

the sequence in which they are being transcribed in vivo by the ap-

propriate application of Triap.

Due to the apparent inability of Triap to induce the appearance

of all myelin related compounds, few clinical applications of Triap

are suggested. Until additional investigations have been conducted,

employing different methods of analysis (i. e. , labeled myelin lipid

precursors) and different injection schedules, Triap should not be

eliminated as a possible treatment for myelin deficiencies.

Therefore, it is suggested that Triap may influence only those

genes which are being transcribed precisely at the time when Triap

reaches the Schwann cell nucleus. Nuclear DNA readout cannot be

induced by Triap but the rate at which it occurs can be influenced

by this drug. Thus, Triap may be used to enhance genetic expres-

sion provided the drug is introduced at the appropriate time; just

prior to the transcriptional events.
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